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foreword

The Division of Science Resources Studies of the National Science Foundation has
initiated efforts to obtain mere recent and detailed quantitative information on foreign
science and technology (SIT) capabilities and activitiesprincipally in the large re-
search and development (R&D)-performing industrialized nations. This report pres-
ents a statistical profile of West Germany's S/T effort since 1970 and compares it with
that of the United States. R&D trends in West Germany at the national level as well as
for individual sectors are presented, and data on S/T outputs are discussed.

March 1986
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introduction

West Germany has traditionally excelled in science and
technology. During the last 20 years, it has increasel its ex-
penditures and personnel for research and development to the
ectent that it has now reached a level of research and develop-
ment (R&D) investment that is comparable to that of the Unit-
ed States in terms of size of the economies. This report profiles
West Germany's scientific and technological (S(I) investments
and outputs since 1970 and compares them with those of the
United States.

In West Germany, responsibility for science and for re-
search and development is divided between the Federal and
State Governments. School and university affairs arc prin-
cipally the responsibility of the State which provides support
for faculty salaries and operating expenses as well as basic
laboratory equipment. Under the Basic Law adopted by the
Constitutional Assembly in 1949, the Federal Government was
given concurrent legislative powers with regard to the promo-
tion of scientific research. In 1969, changes in the Basic Law
gave the Federal Government wider powers, enabling it to
participate in the planning and fmancing of higher education
and to assist in constructing and expanding new universities
and clinics. The Federal and State Governments also share
joint responsibility for funding certain research institutys and
projects.'

Because of these joint responsibilities, data on West Ger-
man Government research and development reflect the contri-
butions of both the Federal and State Governments. In the
United States, the Federal Government has assumed the pri-
mary role of funding research and development and thus U.S.
Government R&D expenditures presented here are separately
budgeted Federal expenditures. State contributions to aca-
demic research and development in the United States are
reported by universities and colleges as their own funds.

A discontinuity in the West German R&D data was caused

1fiddegard and Reinhold GeImer. Research Organization and Science Thnntation in the
federal RepuNk tyGerniasiy (Munich, West Germany: K. G. Saut 1984

by the introduction in 1978 of a major Federal R&D promotion
program for small- and medium-sized firms. Under this pro-
gram, the Government supports 40 to 50 percent of the sal-
aries of R&D personnel in small companies (under 530 em-
ployees) and up to 45 percent of new or additional R&D
personnel in medium-sized firms (500-5,000 employees).2 This
program increased actual R&D investments, and also led to an
extension of coverage of newly identified small- and medium-
sized firms in the survey of industrial R&D efforts. Therefore,
the rate of growth in West German R&D expenditures and
number of R&D personnel between 1977 and 1979 was some-
what exaggerated. Nevertheless, there would still have been
growth in West German R&D investments. The average an-
nual growth rate of industrial R&D expenditures from 1977 to
1979 is elimated to have been 11 percent in constant dollars
without the inclusion of these small- and medium-sized firms,
and the average increase of scientists and engineers engaged in
research and development would still have been 11 percent.'

The latest actual R&D expenditure data available for West
Gemiany in many cases are for 1981. The data on 1982 and 1983
are preliminary figures. Some budgetary figures for 1985, as
well as Federal plans for R&D expenditures in 1987, are pre-
sented for West Germany. Data are unavailable for a few of the
years, and in those cases, estimates by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) have been provided and are noted as such in
the tables in the appendix. NSF estimates have been based on
preliminary national data for 1983-85 in the ratio of research
and development to the gross national product (R&D/GNP)
and in the nondefense R&D/GNP ratio. Data are available for
the United States that are more recent than those shown in this
report, but because the focus is on West Germany rather than
the United States, U.S. data are shown only through the latest
year for which actual West German expenditure data are avail-
able.

:federal Ministry for Research and TechnologyBundesnunisterium fur Forschung
und Technologie (BMFT). This program has changed slightly over the years. Bei page 2r
for more details.

Kngamsahon for Economic Co-operahon ano tsvelopment (OECD).
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highlights

national r&d patterns

Although West German expenditures for research and de-
velopment are only one-fifth those of the United States, the
ratio of these expenditures to the GNP has been similar for
each of the two countries since the late seventies. Estimates
for 1985 indicate that the United States has increased its
R&D/GNP ratio to 2.7 percent compared with 2.6 percent in
West Germany.

In constant-dollar terms, R&D expenditures in West Ger-
many and in the United States increased 75 percent and 63
percent, respectively, from 1970 to 1985. Since 1975,
however, R&D expenditures have grown more rpidly in the
United States.

West Germany has a higher ratio of nondefense R&D ex-
penditures to GNP than does the United States. In 1985, the
West German ratio was estimated to be 2.5 percent com-
pared s. ith 1.9 percent for the United States.

A high proportion of West German R&D expenditures is
devoted to basic research-22 percent in 1981. In the United
States, basic research represents about 13 percent of total
R&D expenditures. The lower U.S. share is influenced by
large development expenditures associatea with defense
needs.

In both West Germany and the United States, 60 percent of
basic research is performed in the higher education sector
and almost one-fifth in the industrial sector.

In the early eighties there was about the same concentration
of natural scientists and engineers in the labor force in both
countries. Estimates for 1984 show almost 5 West German
scientists and engineers engaged in research and develop-
ment for every 1,000 persons in the labor force compared
with more than 6 in the United States.

government research
and development

The Government share of R&D funding has declined in both
countries. In 1973, at least half of each Nation's R&D funds
was supplied by the public sector. By 1983, Government was
the source of only 41 percent of the West German national
R&D funding effort, compared with 47 percent in the Unit-
ed States. Estimates for 1985 indicate that these shares have
remained steady.

R&D funding is nevertheless seen as an important prionty
for both the Governments of West Germany and the United
States. West German Federal budget data show a 16-percent
increase for research and development between 1983 and
1985, compared with a 28-percent increase in the United
States.

About two-thirds of the U.S. Government funds for re
search and development were invested in defense projects
in 1984; West Germany's investment for defense research
and development represented only 10 percent of Govern-
ment R&D funds in 1983, but increased to 12 percent in 1985.

Energy represented a higher proportion (15 percent) of Gov-
ernment R&D funds in West Germany than in the United
States (6 percent) in 1984. But the West German Federal
Government plans to decrease funding in this area through
1q7 and estimates for 1985 show that energy decreased to 13
percent of total Government R&D spending.

In 1983, the West German Federal Government budgeted
$36.4 million for research and development in bio-
technology, and plans to increase expenditures by about 6
percent per year through 1987. By comparison, one estimate
of U.S. Government expenditures in biotechnology in fiscal
years 1982 and 1983 is over $522 million.

9 3
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In 1983, industrial development was allotted 12 percent of
Government R&D funds in West Germany, compared with
only 0.3 percent in the United States. Although it is cur-
rently a small program, West German Federal funding of
manufacturing production technology is scheduled forayer-
age annual increases of 37 percent through 1987.

special west german sit
organizations

Although the Max-Planck Society has considerable influ-
ence and is important in the West German basic research
effrl, its budget represents only about 2 percent of the
nal; mal R&D expenditures in West Germany. In 1933, cur-
rent R&D funds designated for Max-Planck Institutes were
about $375 million. Over 60 percent of these funds were
allocated to natural science fields.

The Fraunhofer Society is an imporiant performer of applied
research and development. In 1985, it is estimated that 60
percent of this Society's finances came from contract work
both for industry and government. It is instrumental in
doing research in the key technology areas identified by the
Federal Ministry for Research and Technology and also has
six instkutes devoted to defense research and supported by
the Federal Ministry of Defense.

West Germany has 13 large-scale national laboratories,
many of which are involved in high-energy physics and
nudear research. In 1983 their budgets totaled $1.6 billion,
about 90 percent of which was financed by the Federal
Ministry for Research and Technology.

The German Research Society is not an R&D-performer
organization; rather it distributes R&D funds primarily to
the higher education sector. Almost all of its funds are from
public sources. In 1984, its budget was about $440 million,
with Federal sources providing 58 percent, and State gov-
ernments giving 41 percent. About a third of its resc -res
went to life sciences, a fourth to physical science and mathe-
matics, and more than a fifth to eneneering.

industrial research and
development

About 70 percent of all research and development was per-
formed in the industrial sector in both West Germany and
the United States in 1983.

Throughout most of the 1970's, industrial R&D expenditures
increased much more rapidly in West Germany than in the
United States. West German industrial R&D growth has
slowed sincerising only 10 percent in constant dollars
during 1979-83 compared with 25 percent in the United

4
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States. In 1983, U.S. industrial R&L) funds were five times
those of West Germany.

Industrial R&D expenditures were twice as concentrated in
the chemical and allied products industries in West Ger-
many in 1981 as they were in the United states.

The R&D-to-sales ratio for all industries combined was
slightly lower in West Germany-2.8 percent in 1981com-
pared with 3.1 percent in the United States. Using this
measure, the aerospace industry is the most R&D-intensive
in both countries.

Industrial R&D scientists and engineers are most heavily
concentrated in the electrical equipment industry. In West
Germany, 38 percent of all such scientists and engineers
were employed in this industry compared with 22 percent in
the United States.

higher education

West Germany invests about the same proportion of its R&D
expenditures in the higher education sector (16 percent in
1983) as does the United States (13 percent). Both countries
concentrate their R&D resources in the natural sciences.4

The number of first university diplomas awarded by West
Germany in the natural science fields increased 65 percent
from 5,400 in 1973 to 8,900 in 1983. Over the same period,
the number of U.S. bachelor degrees in natural sciences
increased only 11 percen t. The United States, however,
grants over three times the number of natural science de-
grees relative to its population than does West Germany.

First university diplomas awarded in engineering increased
over 70 percent in West Germany during the 1973-83 period,
reaching a total of 7,700. In 1983, 12 to 13 out of every 100,000
people in West Germany received a university engineering
degree compared with 31 in the United States. If one were to
include fachhochschule engineers whose training at these
technical schools is shorter and more specialized, however,
West Germany's proportion of engineering degrees per
100,000 population would be 37higher than that of the
United States.

West Germany has increased its doctoral production in natu-
ral science and engineering (S/E) fields, and in 1983 gradu-
ated a higher proportion of doctorates relative to the size of
its population in both of these fields than did the United
States.

In West Germany, women receive a relatively high propor-
tion cif bro:helor level degrees in natural sciences (30 percuit
in 1982) and a relatively low proportion of degrees in engi-
neering (7 percent). U.S. trends are similar, but women
represent a higher percentage of the recipients in both
fields.

'Includes physical, biological, and mathematical saences

10
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sit outputs and impacts
In 1982, West German scientists and engineers authored 6.5
percent of the articles in a set of the world's influential S/T
journals. This proportion of scientific literature is twice as
large as West Germany's share of the indusirialized world's
researchers. The highest West German share of such S/T
literature was in the field of physics (6.8 percent), followed
by engineering and technology, and mathematics (both 6.6
percent). Between 1981 and 1982, the West German share
increased somewhat in physics and biomedical research.

There were a number of subfields in 1982 in which West
German articles represented at least 10 percent of the world's
Sir literature: Applied chemistry (15 percent); nuclear tech-
nology (14 percent); orthopedics (13 percent); obstetrics/
gynecology (13 percent); and microscopy (12 percent); met-
als and metallurgy, materials science, and nuclear and pani-
cle physics (each 10 percent).

Patent applications are frequently used as indicators of in-
_

ventiveness. Domestic patent applications decreased in both
West Germany and the United States in the seventies. Re-
cent data show a more optimistic picture; from 1981 to 1984,
domestic patent applications increased 9 percent in West
Germany compared with only a 1-percent decline in the
United States.

The number of U.S. patents granted to West German inven-

tors rose more than 40 percent from 1970 to 1984. Over 60
percent of all U.S. patents granted to West German inven-
tors are in machinery and chemical and allied products
technologies.

Some of the product groups in which West German inven-
tors were granted the highest proportion of U.S. patents of
any foreign country were railroad equipment, special indus-
trial machinery, industrial organic chemistry, agricultural
chemicals, ordnance, and missiles and space vehicles.

West Germany has a negative balance of trade in tech-
nology-intensive products with the United States. In 1970,
this deficit was only $0.5 billion, but by 1981, it reached $2.8
billion. Since then there has been an improvement in the
West German trade balance with the United States which
registered -$1.5 million in 1984. In 1984. West Germany's
deficit with Japan ($2.4 billion) was greater than its deficit
with the United States. West Germany maintains a positive
balance of technology-intensive trade with Italy, France,
and the United Kingdom and registered a positive world
balance of frade in these products of $10.6 billion in 1984.

Between 1970 and 1984, both the West German and U.S.
world aport shares declined in many of the technology-
intensive product groups. West Germany increased its ex-
port share only in aircraft and partsfrom 3.4 percent in
1970 to 15.2 percent in 1984. Its export share was highest in
plastics and synthetic materials and this share has remained
steady at about 21 percent.

11 5
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national retd patterns

total did
expenditures

Between 1970 and 1985, R&D expendi-
tures in West Germany increased 75 per-
cent in constant-dollar terms (chart I).
Over the same period, U.S. investments
in research and development rose 63
percent in constant dofars. Since 1975,
howevez R&D easenditures have grown
more rapidly in the United States. In
1985, West Germany invested over
DM47 billion in research and develop-
ment which is the equivalent of 11.1 bil-
lion in constant (1975) dollars, and the
United States invested 58.2 billion in
constant dollars.

The United States invests much more
in research and development in absolute
terms than West Germany, but relative to
the size of its economy, the West German
R&D investment is fairly comparable to
that of the United States. The West Ger-
m an R&D/GNP ratio increased
throughout the late seventies and from
1978 to 1982 actually surpassed the U.S.
ratio (chart 2). Estimates for 1985 indicate
that the United States increased its R&D/
GNP ratio to 2.7 percent compared with
2.6 percent in West Germany.

West Germany has a higher ratio of
nondefense R&D expenditures to GNP
than does the United States. West Ger-

many has generally increased its invest-
ment in nondefense research and de-
velopment at a pace faster than its
economic growth (chart 3). Between 1977
and 1983, nondefense R&D expendi-
tures grew almost 70 percent in West

Germany compared with a 40-F-rcent
increase in GNP. In 1983, the West Ger-
man ratio reached 2.4 percent compared
with a ratio of 1.9 percent for the United
States. From 1982 to 1983, there was no
growth in the nondefense ratios in either

West Germany

12 7
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country. In West Germany both total and
nondefense R&D expenditures in-
creased, but not at a faster rate than the
economy. In the United States, total
R&D expenditures continued to increase
faster than the GNP, but defense re-
search and development claimed an in-
creased proportion of the total, resulting
in a slight decre'ase in the ratio in 1984. In
1985, the West German ratio was estimat-
ed to be 2.5 percent compared with 1.9
percent for the United States.

r&d
expenditures by
source

Government funds increased 20 per-
cent in West Germany and 22 percent in
the United States in real terms between
1973 and 1983, reaching a 1975 constant
dollar investment level of 4.3 billion in
West Germany and 23.3 billion in the
United States. The Government share of
R&D funding has declined in both coun-
tries. In 1973 at least half of each Nation's
R&D funds was supplied by the public
sector. By 1983, Government was the
source of only 41 percent of the West

8
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Government industry

West
Germany

United United
West States States

Germany

I

German national R&D funding effort
compared with 47 percent in the United
States (chart 4).

Industry has taken an increasingly im-
portant role as a source of R&D funds in
both West Germany and the United
States. In 1973 West German industry
provided 49 percent of all R&D funds,
and by 1983. this share had increased to
58 percent. The U.S. industrial propor-
tion of national R&D funds also grew,
from 43 percent in 1973 to 50 percent in
1983.

research and
development by
character of
work

Categorizing R&D exp.snditures as
basic or applied research or as develop-
ment is a difficult and to some extent a
subjective task, and thus the resulting
data are not as reliable as national totals.

J3



The categories for which data are pre-
sented here are in accordance with the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) defmitions,
but it is recommended that the reader
give primary consideration to overall
trends and major changes rather than to
detailed differences.

basic research

A high proportion of West German
R&D expenditures is devoted to basic
research. In 1981, basic research expend-
itures represented 22 percent of all cur-
rent R&D expenditures in West Ger-
many. These expenditures had dimin-
ished substantially after 1973 when the
basic research share was 30 percent
(chart 5). During the same period in the
United States the basic research propor-
tion remained constant at about 13 per-
cent. The U.S. basic research share is
heavily influenced by the substantial
amount of research and development al-
located to defense. For instance, the U.S.
Federal R&D budget authority for de-
fense activities in 1981 shows that 85 per-
cent was directed to development com-
pared with only 3 percent for basic
research. By contrast, U.S. Federal R&D
budget authority for nondefense ac-
tivities was divided more evenly, with 37
percent devoted to development, 33 per-
cent to applied research, and 29 percent
to basic research.5

Both the Government and industry
sectors of West Germany have increased
their responsibilities concerning the per-
formance of basic research. Some of the
increase in industrial basic research is
undoubtedly due te an increase in scope
of coverage of the industrial sector. Ac-
cording to expenditure data, 70 percent
of West German basic research was per-
formed in the higher education sector in
1973, but by 1981 this share was 60 per-
cent (chart 6). More than one-fifth of
West German basic research was con-
ducted in the public sector.6 Industry

National Science Foundation. Federal R&D Fundutgahe
1975-85 Decade(Washington, D.C., March 1984), pp. MO.

6Current R&D expenditures for the Max-Planck In-
sutesarealldassikreeeardiandaieaIJocated
to the Government sectox

West Germany

United States

Government

industry

Higher
education

Private
nonprofit

organizations

14

spent 18 percent of all basic research
fundsthe same percentage as in the
United States.

applied research and
development

Applied research expenditures cannot
be separately identified from develop-
ment expenditures in West Germany. To-
gether, these two catcsories constituted
almost four-fifths of R&D expenditures
in 1981, up from 70 percent in 1973 (chart
7). In the United States, applk. -I research
and develop men t expe n d it u re s con-
stituted 87 percent of all research and
development in both years, with de-
velopment orpenditures alone account-
ing for 64 percent in 1981.

West
Germany United

States

9



scientists and
engineers

stock of natural
scientists and

engineers
Scientists and engineers are involved

in a variety of activities, and their
number is therefore a good indicator of a
country's scientific and technological ca-
pability. In 1980, there were 231 thou-
sand natural scienrists and 390 thousand
engineers in West Germany compared
with 870 thousand natural scientists and
1.7 million engineers in the United
States. Although the United States has a
mue% larger number of scientists and en-
gineer& the two countries have a com-
parable level of scientists and engineers
in terms of the size of their economies.
The West German ratio of natural scien-
tists and engineers per 10,000 labor force
inaeased from 0.6 percent in 1970 to 0.9
percent in 1980, reaching and surpassing
slightly the U.S. ratio of 0.8 percent
(chart 8). This was due largely, however,
to changes in the general labor force.
Over the decade the number of natural
scientists inaeased over 40 percent in
both countries: the US. labor force ex-
panded by 27 percent and the West Ger-
man labor force experienced a slight de-
crease. The stock of West German
engineers actually declined 6 percent
from 1970 to 1980. The concentration of
engineers in the labor force, howevez
remained the same in both countries-
1.5 percent for West Germany and 1.6
percent for the United Statec.

r&d scientists and
engineers

After 1970, the number af West Ger-
man R&D scientists and engir4ers in-
creased 58 percent, reaching an estimat-
ed 130 thousand in 1984. ln the United
States the number of these researchers
actually decreased in the early seventies
before increasing 40 percent to a level of
about 751 thousand in 1984. The West
German concentration of R&D scientists
and engineers in the labor force steadily

10

increased over the period, narrowing the
gap with the U.S. ratio (chart 9). In 1970
the U.S. ratio (6.4) was twice that of the

West German (3.1), but by 1984 they
were more comparable; there were al-
most5 West German scientists and engi-

IN west Germany

III United States

Engineers

Natunsi scientists

United States

(DM .M=1 =M

oggi c....I
ONO ....I

ONOege West Germany
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neers working on research and develop-
ment per 1,000 persons in the labor force
compared with more than 6 in the Unit-
ed States.

Part of this trend can be explained by
the fact that from 1970 to 1980 the
number of S/E-degree recipients in West
Germany increased substantially and
the number of U.S. doctoral degrees

dropped 30 percent in engineering and
10 percent in the natural science fields.'
It should also be noted that many of the

loseph Minims and William Task Companson 4 Sam.
11ficandTechniod Iktsomed Rends in the Unded Stales, France,
West Germany, and the Untied SkiftS Saxe 1970 (NSF 84,335)
(Washington, D.C. Nanonal Science Foundalion, 1985).

16

engineering doctorates granted in the
United States during this period were to
non-citizens. By the early 1980's, foreign
students represented about half of all the
engineering doctoral recipients.°

National Science Foundation, Same and Lagmeenag
Doctoraus 1960 82 (NSF 83-3213XWashington. D.C. 1983).

11



government research and
development

Government was the source of 41 per-
cent of the West German national R&D
effort in 1983, compared with 47 percent
in the United States. In (1975) constant-
dollar terms, this represented an invest-
ment of $4.3 billion for West Germany
and $23.3 billion for the United States.
Although West German Government
funds incfeased about 20 percent in real
terms from 1973 to 1983, the Govern-
ment share of funding declined in both
West Germany and the United States. In
1973, at least half of each Nation's R&D
funds was supplied by the public sector,
but by 1983 industry was the dominant
R&D investor in both counhies, supply-
ing 58 percent of total West German R&D
funds and 50 percent of U.S. funds.

Examination of 1981-83 changes in
R&D funding by source shows that West
German Government R&D support in-
creased only 2.2 percent in real terms
compared with a 9.0-percent increase in
U.S. Government support. The slow-
down in West German Government
funding may reflect the Christian Demo-
cratic administration's effort to improve
the investment climate by using indirect
mechanisms more than direct funding of
industrial research. R&D funding by the
Federal Government is nevertheless in-
creasing in both counhies. West German
Federal budget data show a 16-percent
increase (in current terms) for research
and development between 1983 and
1985 compared with 28 percent in the
United States. It is estimated that both
Governments provided about the same
share of national R&D expenditures in
1985 as in 1983about 40 percent in

West Germany and 47 percent in the
United States.'

In 1985, the Federal Ministry for Re-
search and Technology sponsored 55
percent of all Federal R&D funds. The
Ministry of Defense increased its role in
Federol R&D funding from 16 percent in

'Federal Ministry for Research and TechnologyBun-
desministenum fur Forschung und Technologie (BMFT),
Statisiische Informalionen, December 1985, and un-
published data (Bonn, West Germany).

1983 to 19 percent in 1985. (Table B-10
pre:pents a distribution of the R&D bud-
get by agency.)

Analysis of total Government R&D ex-
penditures by objective shows that West
German R&D priorities are quite dif-
ferent from those of the United States. In
1984, the West German Government ex-
pended 17 percent of its R&D funds on
industrial development whereas the
United States expended only 0.2 percent
on that objective (chart 10). West Ger-
many al.,o expended considerably more
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of its funds on energy research and de-
velopment (15 percent) than did ale
United States (6 percent). The two coun-
tries invested about the same proportion
in space research and development, but
there was a major difference in their
R&D expenditures for defense purposes:
the U.S. Government expended about
two-thirds of its funds for research and
development on defense projects,
whereas West Germany's investment for
that objective was only about 10 percent
in 1984.

Estimates for 1985 indicate that West
German defense research and develop-
ment has increased to 12percent of total
Government R&D funding compared
with 68 percent for the United States.
The proportion of Government R&D
funds devoted to energy has decreased
in both countries; in 1985 it was estimat-
ed to be 13 percent in West Germany and
5 percent in the United States.°

West German Government R&D ex-
penditures consist of both Federal and
State funds. In 1983, the Federal Govern-
ment was responsible for 60 percent of
total Government R&D funds. By law,
the States fund almost all of ihe current
and half of the eapital expenditures for
universities. The foregoing discussion of
Government R&D objectives is thus in-
fluenced by the large proportion of West
German Government funds allocated to
general .niversity research which is
largely nonoriented.

If one looks solely at Federal R&D
funding in West Germany, the priority
areas shift somewhat. More than one-
fifth of all Fejeral R&D funds were in-
vested in energy areas in 1983 and about
15 percent for defense. Funding for the
Max-Planck Society for the .Advance-
ment of Science, the German Research
Society, and the Fraunhofer Society for
the Advancement of Research, as well as
funding for basic research in the natural
sciences constituted more than 14 per-
cent of the Federal R&D budget in 1983
(table B-13).

*11411 and National Science Foundation, Federal R647
Fanduts by &alga Archon. Fatal Years 198446 (t4sr
15-319Washington, D.C, FM).
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For the first time, the Federal Ministry
for Research and Technology published
the long-term financial plan accepted by
the Federal Governmtnt in June 1983
which details Federal R&D spending
plans through 1987. This plan shows that
the West German Government is con-
tinuing to promote research and da-
velopment, but at a reduced pace. The
average annual growth rate n Federal
R&D expenditures was 7.4 percent from
1975 to 1979. It slowed to 4.7 percent
from 1979 to 1983 and is expected to de-

crease to only 2.4 percent during the
period 1983-87."

Chart 11 shows the average annual
percent changes in selected priority
areas planned by the West German
Federal Government for the period
1983-87. Peorriction of innovation and
basic research in selected areas of natural

"Federal Ministry for Research and TechnolegyBee-
desmuustenum bdr Forschung und Technologie (B101),
8:attlesbeneht Forschung1984. (Bonn, West Germany, 1984).

Basic research in natural
science areas

is



sciences are among the priorities that al-
ready receive a substantial portion of the
Federal R&D budget. They are sched-
uled to increase an additional 10 percent
per year through 1987. Federal funding
for manufacturing production tech-
nology will experience the largest
growth-an average of 36.8 percent per
year. It is a small program (about 14 mil-
lion current dollars in 1983), however,
and will represent only 1 percent of the
total Federal R&D budget in 1987.
Federal funds for biotechnology re-
search and development are scheduled
for a 5.6 percent average annual growth.
In 1983, the West German Federal Gov-
ernment designated $36.4 million for re-
search and development in bio-
technology. (For comparative purposes,
one estimate of U.S. Government ex-
penditures in biotechnology in fiscal
years 1982 and 1983 is over $522 mil-
lion.)'2 Defense research and develop-
ment will grow faster than the total bud-
get and will therefore increase its per-

'Town:aria Thotechnology: Api Interne:trona Assessment
(Washington, D C Of lice of Technology Assessment,
0EABA -218,, 1984)

centage of the Federal R&D budget from
15 percent in 1983 to 17 percent in 1987.
Energy research and development re-
ceived the largest amount of Federal
funds ($895 million) in 1983, but this is
one area for which the Federal Govern-
ment plans to reduce funding in the
coming years.

Information technologies are sched-
uled for average annual cuts in Federal
R&D expenditures of 6.8 percent, but
most of the cuts are a result of the phas-
ing out of the special program for micro-
electronics and optical communications
technologies. The special program of the
Federal Ministry for Research and Tech-
nology to promote product development
in the manufacturing industry, as well as
to procure research computers, ended in
fiscal year 1981. Excluding this special
program, research and development in
other information technologies are
scheduled for an average annual in-
crease of 3.6 percent. The West German
Government is sfill concerned about the
international competitiveness of its in-
dustry, particulady in the area of inte-
grated circuits, but has moved away from
the approach of concentrated direct
funding of product development. A
more comprehensive plan for promoting

the development of microelectronics and
information and communications tech-
nologies, which calls for overlapping
ministerial responsibilities in a variety of
areas, was announced by the Federal
Government in May 1983."

In 1985, Federal funding for research
and development in information tech-
nology was held constant. This area nev-
ertheless received a greater share of
funds than some other key technology
areas such as biotechnology and mate-
rials research, as is evident in table 1.
The funding for production technology
increased substantially, and when this
category is considered together with in-
formation technology, the combined
funds represented 5 percent of the
Federal R&D budget and constituted a
12-percent increase in 1985. Aviation re-
search and development received a
much greater increase in funding than
previously planned. These key tech-
nologies represented 16 peret.nt of the
West German Federal budget for re-
search and development in 1985.

"Federal Ministry for Research and Techno1ogy-Ban-
desministenam far Forsch ang and lechnolome (BMFT)..
Bundesbenelit, op crt.

Table 1. West German Federal R&D budget !or 1985, for key
technology areas

Key technology area

Millions of
deutsche

marks

Percent
change

198485

Percent

of

budget

Information production 658.1 12.1 5.0

Information technology
,

512.9 .2
.

3.9
Production technology ... .... 145.2 93.1 1.4

Biotechnology 149.5 14,3 1,1

Materials group 335.5 4.4 2.E

Matenals research 196.5 17.9 1.5
Physical technology 122.3 - 10.8 .9

Chemical processes 14.7 -7.5 .1 -
Aviation research and technology .. .... 734.5 71.3 5.6
Marine and polar technology 236.2 5.4 1.8

Marine research 83.9 13 4 .6
Marine technology 87.9 9.6 .7
Polar research 64.4 -7.7 .5

NOTE:In 1985. s delin a estimated to be moment Mahout 2 West Starlit deutsche muks using OECD ourehesine

paw mnly exthinae

SOURCE* Wird Mashy tor Research and Tedtnoteg $uedesmm umiw forseliung und fechnolope (Man
Satisesehe Intematenta, Relent 133. Omembet 9I5

sA,
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special west german sit
or anizations

Spedal organizations are important in
the performance of research and de-
velopment, the financing or distribution
of R&D funds, and in the coordination
and evaluation of R&D activities in West
Germany. Although many of these or-
ganizations are considered legally to be
independent nonprofit institutions, this
report follows the OECD guidelines in
categorizing these institutions' R&D ex-
penditures by sector of performance and
source or funds. In general, the sector
that largely controls a nonprofit organi-
zation, or that is served by a nonprofit
organization, is the one to which the or-
ganization is assigned. Therefore, if a
nonprofit organization's aim is mainly to
serve Government, or if it is financed or
controlled mainly by Government, it is
considered as having performed re-
searc h in the public sector. The Max-
Planck Institutes and the large national
laboratories are examples of this otego-
ry. If the nonprofit organization renders
services mainly to enterprises, such as in
the case of the Confederation of Indus-
trial Research Associations, the research
and development performed is consid-
ered to be in the industrial sector and the
funds received by the organization from
the Government are credited to the Gov-
ernment when discusssing R&D ex-
penditures by source of funds.

The following chapter describes some
of the most important independent or-

gani7it±.-.:ns in the West German str sys-
tem and discusses their objectives, re-
search programs, and resources. It is not
intended to be a comprehensive com-
pendium of all of the organizalions that
have important roles in West German str
activities. It will, however, provide a bet-
ter understanding of the special features
of the West German sir system, as well
as an idea of the variety of ore,anizations,
programs, ant: activities that are in-
volved in the conduct of research and
development.

the max-pianck
society

The Max-Planck SocietyMax-Planck
Gesellschaft (MPG) is one of the most
famous and important performers of
basic research in West Germany. It is fi-
nanced largely (94 percent) by public
funds from both the Federal and State
Governments. Although this Society has
considerable influence on the national
R&D effort, its budget represents only
about 2 percent of the national R&D ex-
penditures in West Germany.

The Max-Planck Institutes are not ex-
pected to perform basic research in ail
fields. The Society supplements re-
search in universities and is charged by
the Science Council to carry out research

20

that requires large or specialized facili-
ties; to supply adequate human and fi-
nancial msources to areas of particular
scientific importance and promise; ant:
to conduct research in emerging and in-
terdisciplinary fields.14

Table 2 presents the Max-Planck So-
ciety's research funding in 1983 by.field.
Over 60 percent of the research funds are
in natural sciences and most of the rest
are invested in biomedical fields. The
personnel are similarly concentrated. Of
the more than 7,600 persons employed
in Max-Planck Institutes in 1983, 67 per-
cent were in natural sciences; 10 percent
in medical fields, 8 percent in social sci-
ences and humanities, 3 percent in engi-
neering, and 2 percent in agiculture.'s

The Max-Planck Society now consists
of 52 institutes (table 8-14), 3 clerical
units, and 2 independert research
groups. Independent research groups
area means through which new research
efforts are promoted for a limited time
normally five yearsand working rela-
tions between MPG and universities are
increased.

"Robert Gerwin and Barbara Flokz, The Max-Mack-
Gee.dIschaft and !Ulna:S*0es (hturuch. I+Vest Germany. Max-
Mandc Institute, 198)

"Federal Ministry for Research and TechnologyBun-
desminntenum fur Forsehung und Technologie (OMR),
Duneksbenek, ela
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Table 2. MaxPlanck Sodefy R&D funding
by field: 1583

[Dollars in millions]

field Amount Percent

Total $365. I 100

Astronomy and astrophysics 27.9 7.6
Chemistry 44.5 12.2

Physics I (basic research) 36.6 10.0
Physics II (matenals) 92.2 25.3

Mathematics end computer
sciences 6.0 1.6

MeteSrokly and aerosPace
research 25.0 6.9

Biomedical research in human,
and plimales 50.2 13.7

Biomedical research in model
organisms 38.7 10.6

Psythology and biological
aspects of behavioral
research 12.1 3.3

Plant breeding and ecology 8.4 2.3
Law 9.6 2.6
History 5.1 1.4
Social sciences 8.7 2.4

MIL Routes us for current layenettnes awl lath* MOO Memo M
Mame sea mason is 40000 Mr canal expandOnes. ;Wang an
ai*W of 13714 mhos.
SOURCES: Federal Ministry for Research and Technology-Run-
dminsiistanum Its F te0 Technoloom (SMFT) and Max Plandt

Stersty-Max4lan4kMs.4dnft (MPG)

The importance of increased coopera-
tion between the Institutes and univer-
sities is being emphasized. Nearly all di-
rectors of the institutes and many other
senior scientists are teaching or univer-
sities. The Institutes also offer research
facilities to students working on their di-
plomas or doctorates. Of the approx-
imatey 2,700 such young scientists and
visiting scientists in 1981, 850 were
working on their doctoral degrees. Re-
cently the number of research projects
conducted jointly by the Institutes arid
ur.iversities has increased. Competition
between the two sectors remains,
however, and many scientists feel that
the research environment is better at the
Institutes than at universities."

fraunhofer
society

The Fraunhofer Society-Fraunhofer
Gesellschaft (RIG) is to applied research

"Robert Gerwin and Barbara soft". aft at.

is

what the Max-Pianck Society is to basic
research. It is a nonprofit society that
sponsors and performs applied msearch
and development ia three sectors of ac-
tivity: Contract research, defense re-
search, and services. The Society's main
clients are industry and Federal and
State Governments. In 1985, the
Fraunhofer Society had a budget of
DM400 million and a staff of around
3,700.'7 Over half of the personnel are in
natural sciences and one-third in engi-
neering. In terms of expenditures,
however, about half are spent on engi-
neering and Ino:e than 40 percent on
natural science fields."

This Society performs a mix of its own
research projects as well as contract re-
search. Twenty-two institutes are en-
gaged in contract or project research
with industry and government. Six in-
stitutes are devoted to defense research
and are supported by the Ministry of
Defense. The Society also provides tech-
nical information, technical evaluations;
economic studies; and assistance in ob-
taining, maintaining, and exploiting pat-
ents. There are four institutes responsi-
ble for such services. The institutes
conduct applied research and develop-
ment in the following areas: 19

Microelectronics and sensor tech-
nology

Information technology and produc-
tion automation

Material and building component be-
havior

Production technologies
Process engineering
Energy and construction technology
Environmental research
Technical economic studies and tech-

nical information

The Federal and State Governments
provide subsidies through the
Fraunhofer Society to assist small- and
medium-sized enterprises (under
DM500 sales) for R&D projects leading
to new or substantially improved prod-

"Fraunhofer Sociely-Fraunhokr-Gesellschaft (FhG),
Contract Research for Industry (Munich, West Germany,,
1985).

*Federal Ministry for Research and Technology-Bun-
Jesmuustenum fur Forschung und Technologic (BMFT),
Bundesbencht, os cit., pp 395 and 374

"Fraunhofer Society-Fraunhokr leseilschaft (FhG).
op cit.

ucts or processes and for technical assis-
tance. The subsidies can amount to 40-60
percent of the R&D project's cost, de-
pending on the technical and economic
risk of the project."

The Society's institutes have excellent
links with industry. In addition to the
contract work and technical assistance
they provide to small- and medium-
sized rums, many of the heads of the
institutes are also on the boards of direc-
tors or are directors of research and de-
velopment of some of the larger firms.
They also have close links with univer-
sities. The institutes are usually located
near research universities and more than
half of the heads of institutes are also
university professors. 21

ln 1973 a new model of fmancing re-
search and development was introduced
that is intended to stimulate contract re-
search and further the Fraunhofer So-
ciety's role as an important catalyst in the
transfer of technology from research lab-
oratories to industry. Under this model,
the Federal and State authorities grant
the Society a certain amount of basic fi-
nance for a zoject, but the actual pay-
ment depends on the amount of money
earned by the Society from contract
research."

More than half of the Society's budget
was provided by the Federal and State
Governments in the form of institutional
funding in 1983 and about 40 percent
came from contract research.23 The im-
portance of contract work is scheduled to
increase until 1988 and in 1985 it is esti-
mated that 60 percent of the Society's
funds came from contract work."

The Society is involved in performing
research for the Ministry for Research
and Technology in areas such as micro-
electronics, automation, and production
technology (CAD/CAM and industrial
robots); materials development (heavy

2°Ibut

ninlerview with the International Office, Fraunhofer
Society, Mumch, West Germany, October 1985

22Vslere /on Massow, Organisation and Thourotion of
Saran' in tne Fedend Repubhc of Germany (Bonn, West Ger
many: Inter Nations, 1983), p. 38

"Federal Ministry for Research and Technology-Bun.
desministenum fur Forsch ung und Technologic (OMFT),
Bundesbencht, colt at , p. 63

*Fraunhokr Sockty-FraunhoferZesellschaft (FhG),
op rit. and annual reports.
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duty ceramies, etc.); and biotechnology
and gene technology."

The State governments are also in-
creasing their funding of Fraunhofer In-
stitutes. In fact, there is competition be-
tween the German States in the fouud-
ins of new Fraunhofer Sxiety research
facilities. The States in the northern part
of West Germany are attempting to in-
crease the incentives for high technology
companies to settle there and the south-
ern German States want to ensure their
present competitive status by expanding
their capabilities.26

large-scale
national
laboratories

In addition to the Max-Planck and the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft Institutes, .here
are 13 national laboiatories or big science
establishments (grossforschung-
se:nrichtungen). These laboratories re-
ceive funding from both the Federal and
State Governments, but are supported
primarily by the Ministry for Research
and Technology. They were established
to supplement the efforts of the univer-
sities in conducting research requiring
lale-scale instrumentation and large
capital investments. The first cente!s
were begun 25 years ago and were in the
field of nuclear research. Other fields
now include space research, mathe-
matics and data processing, bio-
technolegy, cancer research, environ-
mental protection, fforine, and polar
research.27 Table 3 lists,the national labo-
ratories and tit& budgets in 1983.

For many of these laboratories the re-
search emphasis is obvious from their
names. Nonetheless it may help to
provide further information for some of
them, especially in the area of nuclear
research. The emphasis of the laboratory
in Karlsruhe is on research using fast

"Fraunhofer SocietyFraunhofer Gesellshaft (MG),
Annual Report 1983 (Muntch, West Germany, 1984).

201bid.

nathenne P. Ades, et. al., &Omer Orgenmations and
Support Strategies for Fundamental Remade' United States,
France, West Germany, United Kingdom, popan,and the Soviet
Union (Arlington, Va.: SRI International, 198*

Table 3. Mal budget of West-German
largescale national laboratories: 1983

[Dollars in millionsi

Laboratones Total

Total

Allred Wegner Institute for Polar
Research, Bremerhaven (AWI)

German Election.Synchrotron, Hamburg

(DESY)
German Aerospace Research and Testing

Institute. Porz (DMA)
German Cancer Research Center.

Heidelberg (DKFZ)

Soddy for Biotechnological Research,
Stoechheim (Braunschwelg)(GBF)

Research Center Geestacht. Ltd..
Geesthecht.Tespediude (GKSS)

Society for Mathematics and Data
Processing. Ltd.. St. Augustin (6M(1)

Society tor Radiation and Environmental
Research. Ltd.. Munich (GSF)

Society for Heavy Ion Research. Ltd:,
Darmstadt (GSI)

HahnMeitner Institute for Nuclear
ReSearCh. Lid.. Berlin (HMI) -

Max.Planck Institute for Plasma Phys:cs.

Ltd.. Munich-Garching (IPP)
Nuclear Research Plant Juelich, Ltd..

Juelich (KM)
Nuclear Rcsurch Center Karlsruhe. Ltd.,

Karlsruhe (KIK)

51,624.2

19 9

73.5

178.2

45.3

17.6

44.6

32.6

67.8

36.9

47.5

60.0

204.5

285.1

SOURCE: Federal IhrOM for Research and lachnolsay Bin
desielaistenum lur Fore sag and Ted..,ologre. (1001).
Oundosboncht fonocitung 1>Z4 19540:k

breeder reactors, and that of the labor...-
tory in hielich is on high-temperature
reactors and fusion research. The
Geesthacht laboratory also deals with
nuclear research, but in the area of ma .
rine reactors. As an example of how the
laboratories' research agendas are diver-
sified and how the functional atea can
change, the Geesthacht laboratory also
has done research in the area of desalina-
tion and sea-water chemistry, as well as
in ocean environmental research and re-
actor safety."

Fven though these laboratories were
established by Federal and State Govern-
ments and are financed almost com-
pletely by public funds, they are legally
considered independent. 11.6 ins'.itu-
tion has a supervisory board that estab-
lishes research priorities. The 13 labora-
tories are linked together under an

2111-iddegard and Reinhold Cermet, op. tit and Valentin
eon Masson!, op at.
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Association of National Research Cen-
ters which coordinates their activities
and represents their interests with the
Federal Government.29 But because the
Ministry for Research and Technology
provides almost all (90 percent) of the
financial support for these centers, it un-
derstandably has a voice in the research
priorities as well. The national laborato-
ries conduct research in the varioui areas
promoted by the Ministry for Research
and Technology. The Ministry is consid-
ering reducing its investment in nuclear
eriergy, and it remains to be seen how
this will affect the research and opera-
tions of the national laboratories in the
funire. The research activities of some
laboratories will likely be diversified into
other priority areas."

federal and
state research
establishments

In addition to the research laboratories
mentioned previously, the Federal Gov-
ernmei it maintains about 40 research es-
Zablirnments (Bundesforschungsanstal-
ten), most of which perform mission-
related research for their respective min-
istries. The mious States also own and
support about 50 of their own research
laboratori-s (Laenderforschung-
sanstalten) which generally cenduct ap-
plied research and development impor-
tant to their particular region and econo-
my?' In addition, there are 48 research
institutions that are about equally
funded by the Federal and State Govern-
ments and which are normally referred
to -As the "Blauen Liste" (Blue-List) in-
stinites. They perform research that is
usually more basic in nature than that of
the aforementioned Federal and State re-
search enterpAises. A general require-
ment of these institutions is that they

291Ind

"Interview with Federal Ministry kr Research and
Te:knologyBundesministerium fur Forschung Tech-
nologie 4.13MFI) officials, Bonn, West Germany, October
1985

"Hildegard and Reinhold Gentler. oP
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conduct research of a mulfiregional or
national importance. In 1984 their total
budget was over $270 million and they
employed 5,150 persons."

german
msearch
society

The German Research SocietyDeut
sche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), is
an autonomous organization somewhat
similar to the National Science Founda-
fion, in that it finances research and de-
velopment on a proposal review basis,
relying on expert peer review. In addi-
fion to funding research proposals, the
German Research Society is responsible
for supporting the tndning of young sd-
en tists, fostering cooperation between
researchersincluding international co-
operation, and providing advice on sci-
entific matters to policyrnakers." The So-
ciety does not have research institutes of
its own and is not a research performer;
rather it distributes R&D funds, mainly
to the higher-education sector.

The Society receives most of its fund-
ing from Government sources. In 1984,
S8 percent of its budget of approximately
$440 million came from the Federal Gov-
ernment and 41 percent from the State
governments. Table 4 presents a break-
down of its budget 1.:,. major field."
About a third of the Society funds were
allocated to life sciencesan area for
which funding appears to be increasing.

The largest proportion (45 percent in
1984) of the Society budget is allocatea to
the support of its normal or core pro-
gram in which individual researchers in-
itiate their own proposals and select
their own topics. The Society also
spends about 13 percent of its funds on
proposals under a priority program
(Schwerpunktverfahren Programme).

3211und-Laender-Kummission fur Bilidungsplanung und
kirschiingsforderu as, Eimielnungen der Blown bat: Re-
daegrwediagen und Allege:wine infonnationen (Bonn, West
Germany, 1984).

"Hildegard alt1 Reinhold Geimer, op cif

arGennan Research SocietyDeutsche Fotschungsge-
meinschaft (DFG), Miskeitsbencht (Bonn. West Germany,
1984).
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Table 4. Getman Smog' Society budget
by field: 1904

[Dollars in miltionsj

Field Amount PerCeig

Total $440 100.0

Physical sciences and
mathematics 111 25.1

Enoineedno 100 22.6
Ile sciences 142 32.2
Environmental research 21 4.9
Social sciences and humanities 67 15.1

Mt [Manse ot Kona" comments may oot add to totals

SOURCE. Gomm Resvann SocetyOmasit* Formiumoseemommtalt
(NO. liagantstencM. 19M

For a limited time, the priority program
supports research in those fields deter-
mined by the Senate of the Society to be
priority areas, and for whtch it seeks to
improve West German capabilities in
order to match international standards.

A special collaborative program (Son-
derforschungsbereiche) that not ony fos-
ters cooperation, but also promotes in-
terdisciplinary research, was established
in 1968 at the recommendation of the
Science Council. Under this program,
the Society provides long-term, bat not
permanent, funding; it allocated about
30 percent of its budget to this program
in 1984. An institution or university,
rather than a group of individuals, de-
velops a proposal in which it mus: prove
that the institution is committed to long-
term support of the research. Such a pro-
posal must be examined and agreed to
by peer review. Unlike the other pro-
grams, this one is financed primarily (75
percent) by the Federal Government.

A university must identify an area in
which it excels and has achieved emi-
nence, and the university or State Gov-
ernment must commit itself to continue
funding the area after the Society sup-
port ends. One could consider these
sites at which special collaborative pro-
grams are developed to be centers of ex-
cellence in a particular field, although
they may not be the only centers of excel-
lence in that field. One of the first special
collaborative programs was so successful
that it has now become a Max-Planck
Institute for Mathematics. Table B-15 lists
the special collaborative programs that
were suf ported by the Society in 1985
and their location. These programs have
wide leverage in their abilities to invite

international scientists and engineers to
work with them and in some cases can
even pay their expenses. In fact, one of
the criteria by which a program is evalu-
ated every three years is its international
standing, which is calculated in part on
the Identities ef the scientists, engineers,
and publishers who have agreed to asso-
date themselves with the program.
These fields may be some of the best for
potential scientific cooperation or collab-
oration between West Germany and the
United States."

The Society is also responsible for ad-
minstering special fellowship programs,
e.g., the Heisenberg Program for the As-
sistance of Highly-Qualified Young Sci-
entists. This program was established in
1977 an ' is equally funded by the
Federal and State Governments. In 1984
it was allocated between 1 percent and 2
percent of the Society's budget, or about
$6 million." The program was estab-
lished to enable young scientists whose
positions were insecure to remain ac-
tively involved in research activities.
This is especially important given the
tight job situation in academia. The ewer-
age period of support is :Or two years but
can be renewed up to five years. The
Society is in the process of creating a new
postdoctoral research probram, and is
considering launching a new award pro-
gram which would provide 10 to 25 of
the top research scientists to do what-
ever research they deem important,
without requiring specific proposals.'

confederation
of industrial
research
associations

The Confederation of Industrial Re-
search AssociationsArbeitsge-
meinschaft It !ustrieller For-
schungsvereinigungen (AlF) is an auton-

Mid and interview with German Research Society of-
ficials, September 1985.

*Gentian Research SocietyDeutsche Forschungsge-
memschaft (DFG). op af

*German Research SocietyDeutsche Forschungsge-
meinschati (DFG) inteiview. op en.
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omous organization that finances and
coordinates cooperative industrial re-
searchgenerally applied research and
development. This organization is par-
ticularly important to the traditional in-
dustrial firms of small and medium size
that find it difficult to support research
and development on their own. It was
founded in 1954 and is now an umbrella
organization encompassing 92 member
associalions, many of which have their
own research institutes; the Conferation
has 63 of its own. Industry supports
most of its activities, but funds are also
received from the Federal Government,
particularly from the Ministry for Re-
sear c h and TechnologyBun-
desministerium fur Forschung und
Technologie (BMFI) and the Ministry of
Economics (BMWi).*

If there is a problem, common or ge-
netic to the member associations, a re-
search proposal can be made to the Con-
federation which relies on a group of 120
experts, who represent various fields, to
evaluate the proposals received. About
half of these expf-rts are from industry,
and half are from universities and re-
search institutes. Reviewers must deter-
mine if the proposed project is tech-
nically sound and of scientific interest,
whether the project is of economic biter-
est to small- arid medium-sized firms,
and whether sufficient resources are de-
voted to the projects. If the project ap-
plication is approved, it will be sup-
ported with funds from the Ministry of
Economics on the condition that the in-
dustrial associations can show that they
are exper.ding R&D funds of their own
on cooperative research and
development.

The AIF is also responsible for admin-
istering the Federal Government's R&D
labor support project for small- and
medium.sized firms which began in
1978. The exact terms have changed
slightly over the years, but essentially
they permit the Ministry of Economics to
subsidize 40 percent of the labor costs for
scientists, engineers, and technicians

minfotroatioo in this ..ection was obtained en an inter-
view with AIF officials in Cologne, West Germany, Sep-
!ember 1985. and from the Confederation of Industnal
Research AssociationsArbeitsgemeinschaft Indus-
tneller Forschungsvereinigungen (AlF). Handbuch, 1984
(cologne, West Germany, 1984).

engaged in research and development
for those firms with annual sales of
DM50 mill:an and not more than 500
employees. It will also pay 55 percent of
the labor costs for new mt. personnel if
the firm can show hat it has increased its
R&D efforts. In 1985 the program was
evanded to include payment for 45 per-
cent of labor costs associated with new
R&D personnel in those firms with an-
nual sales of DM200 million and 1,000
employees. The firms must submit de-
tailed applications to AIF to receive such
support. This program was on hole f-mr
most of 1985 while the European Eco-
nomic Community (EEC) decided if it is
allowable under their regulations and
guidelines for fair competition. In Au-
gust 1985 the EEC determined that the
plan was allowable and it is now sched-
uled to continue until 1989.

The Confederation also administers
the Ministry for Research and Tech-
nology's program that encourages small-
and medium-sized firms to contract for
R&D projects. The program subsidizes
the costs of an R&D project contracted
out with external research bodies (in-
cluding universities, research organiza-
tions, and even foreign institutes). The
Federal Ministry for Research and Tech-
nology subsidizes up to 40 percent of the
costs of extramural R&D projects for
those firms that have up to DM50 million
in annual sales and up to 30 percent of
the costs for those firms that have annual
sales of up to DM500 million.

the science
council

The main coordinating body in West
Germany between the Federal Goveril-
ment, State Governments, and the scien-
tific community is the Science Council
Geschaftsstelle des Wissenschaftsrates
(WR). It was founded in 1957 by an ad-
ministrative agreement between the
Federal and State Governments. It
provides advice and recommendations
on science policy matters, especially
those concerning the higher education
sector. ft does not have executive
powers, but its recommendations carry a
great deal of weight and are generally
accepted because they constitute the
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concensus of the Council whose mem-
bers represent a variety of sectors and
disciplines. An example of one of its rec-
ommendations was the establishment of
the special collaborative programs (son-
derforsc hungsbereiche) that are now
sponsored by the German Research
Society.

It is not a funding or granting organi-
zation. Nonetheless, it is mandated to
review annually the planned expendi-
tures of the Federal and State Govern-
ments for higher education, induding
university proposals for new laborato-
ries, scientific equipment, etc. The
Council is thereby able to reduce du-
plication of effort in terms of major scien-
tific equipment and facilities and can oc-
pedite the establishment of centers of
excellence.*

The Council is currently working on
an octensive review of the health of West
German universities. It is concerned
about a number of problems induding
the age structure of university faculty.
Most of the university positions are cur-
rently filled by tenured professors who
were hired during the expansion period
of the 1960's and 1970's. Since most of
these professors will not be eligible to
retire for 20 years, there is little nom for
bright young investigators to enter aca-
demia. Moreover, many of the faculty
positions needed to be filled rapidly dur-
ing the earlier expansion, and some of
the current faculty may be less qualified
than the young investigators.

In order to create new positions, uni-
versities must justify them by introduc-
ing new specialties. This has led to an-
other problem that concerns the Science
Council: the overloading of the univer-
sity curricula. The academic require-
ments in individual disciplines have be-
come so cumbersome that it is virtually
impossible for students to complete their

*The matenat for this section was obtained from Inter-
views with staff members of the Science Council
Geschaftsstelle des Wossenschaftsrates (WR). Cologne.
West Germany, September 1985.
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studies in four years. The Science Coun-
cil is considering restructuring the high-
er educational training systel 1 to short-
en the length of the first degree pro-
grams and to strengthen graduate edu-
cation, including that of the role of
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research and development.
These are just some of the science pol-

icy problems that the Science Council is
addressing. Other issues with which
they are concerne3 include the impor-
tance of outside funding for universities

2 5

and research institutions, mobility for
researchers, increased competition be-
tween German States for R&D facilities,
employment problems, and evaluation
of the quality of education and research
and development.



industrial research and
development

overall
industrial r&d
trends

With its increased awareness of the im-
portance of science and technology to
international industrial competi-
tiveness, West Germany is investing
greater amounts of resources in indus-
trial research and development. About
70 percent of all West German R&D ex-
penditures was invested in the industrial
sector in 1983, up from 64 p _went in
1970. In the United States over 70 per-
cent of the Nation's research and de-
velopment also is performed in indusery.

In 1983, West Germany invested
DM30 billion in industrial research and
development or 7.3 billion in constant
dollars (chart 12). During the period
1970-79, industrial R&D expenditures in-
creased more rapidly in real terms in
West Germany (64 percent) than in the
United States (18percent). Since 1979 the
growth in West German industrial re-
search and development has slowed
(d'art 12). Industrial research and de-
velopment rose 25 percent in real terms
in the United States between 1979 and
1983 compared with only 10 percent in

West Germany.
Examination of industrial R&D ex-

penditures as a percent of the gross na-
tional product (chart 13) shows that al-
though West German industrial R&D
growth slowed, it increased at a much
faster pace than the economy from the
midseventies to 1982. Data for 1983 incli-

cate a leveling in the trend over the last
five years, but it is still too early to tell if
this is a temporary pause or a significant
trend change. In 1983, the West German
iadustrial R&D/GNP iatio remained at
1.8 percent. U.S. industrial R&D/GNP
ratios have continued to grow since 1978,
climbing to 1.9 percent in 1983.
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The 1983 leveling of West German in-
dustrial R&D expenditure coincides with
the decision of the West German Gov-
ernment to decrease direct funding of
industrial research and development in
favor of indirect mechanisms to improve
the climate for industrial spending. The
reorientation of West German research
and technology policy that took place in
1983 called for increased reliance on pri-
vate initiative and entrepreneurial re-
sponsibility and restraint by the Govern-
ment with regard to support of research
and development in industrypar-
ticularly in advanced development proj-
ects. Public funds are to be used pri-
marily in these areas where the Govern-
ment has its own particular respon-
sibilities or where overriding social or
macroeconomic concerns warrant gov-
ernmental support of research and de-
velopment.40Th1s is not unlike the thrust
of current U.S. S/T policy.

°federal Mimstry for Research and TechnologyBun.
deendnisterlum fur Porschung und Technologte (BMFI),
assulestral, op cis., p. 13.
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industrial r&d
con ntration
by industry

The concentration pattern of industrial
research and development in West Ger-
rlany is quite different from that of the
United States. In 1981, R&D expendi-
tures were twice as concentrated in the
chemical and allied products industries
in West Germany as they were in the
United States (chart 14). U.S. industrial
R&D expenditures were more highly
concentrated in the aerospace industry
(23.1 percent), which was the leading
U.S. industry in terms of total R&D in-
vestment in 1981. In West Germany, the
leading industry was electrical equip-
ment. Although its concentration has de-
creased slightly since 1971, about one-
fourth of all West German industrial re-
search and development was still inves-
ted in this industrial group in 1981. The

.01

West Germany
United States

proportion of West German industrial
R&D expenditures in machinery in-
creased over the decade from 10.2 per-
cent in 1971 to 14.1 percent in 1981. Re-
search and development in computers
are included in this group (according to
the International Standard Industrial
Classification) and most likely represent
an important part of this growth, but the
exact contribution is not known because
data on research and development for
computers is not separately identified.

The leading West German industry in
terms of company R&D expenditures is
chemicals and allied products, which ex-
pended more than one-fourth of all com-
pany R&D funds in 1981. The electrical
equipment industry also expended 25
percent of all company R&D funds in
West Germany, compared with only 18
percent in the United States (chart 15).
When Government funds are excluded,
the U.S. concentration in aerospace re-
search and development is diminished
to only 10 percent, but is sfill substan-
tially more than the West German
proportion.
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West Germany

United States

r&d-to-sales
The perceived importance of investing

in research and development varies by
country and industry. One way to deter-
mine the relative importance accorded
research and development by a given
country or industry is to measure the
proportion of available income being in-
vested therein. The ratio of industrial
R&D expenditures to net sales provides
a measure of R&D intensity that can be
compared across industries and coun-
tries (chart 16).

In 1.431, the R&D-to-sales ratio for all
industries was 2.8 percent in West Ger-
many, compared with 3.1 percent in the
United States. Using this measure, the
aerospace industry is the most R&D-in-
tensive in both countries. Although West
German industry as a whole was slightly
less R&D-intensive than U.S. industry in
1981, West Germany had a much higher
R&D-to-sales ratio in the aerospace in-
dustry and somewhat higher ratios in
the chemicals and allied products and
electrical equipment industries.

Since 1979, U.S. ratios of R&D-to-sales
have incwased for the industrial sector
as a whole as well as for each of these

selected industries. R&D intensity in-
creased for West German industry as a
whole between 1979 and 1981, but de-
creased in the professional and scientific
instruments and the aerospace indus-
tries. One of the major reasons for the
difference in R&D intensity in the aero-
space industry in West Germany and the
United States is the large volume of U.S.
sales: in 1979, U.S. sales in the aerospace
industry were over 40 times those of
West Germany. By 1981, West German
aerospace sales had increased over 50
percent and U.S. sales were only about
25 times the value of West German sales.
This decrease in the differential in sales
between the two countries led to a nar-
rowing of the R&D-intensity difference.
In fact, the overall difference in R&D in-
tensity of the aerospace industry in West
Germany and the United States de-
creased 10 percentage points between
1979 and 1981.4'

°Because the aerospace industry done in which there is
cooperation between European companies, the research
and development performed in Germany may be benefit-
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West Germany

United States

raid scientists
and engin rs
In industry

As research and development has be-
come increasingly important to indus-
trial competitiveness, many countries
have increased their employment of in-
dustrial researchers. Over 77 thousand
scientists and engineers were employed
in research and development in West
German industries in 1981. Between
1979 and 1981, about 3.5 thousand new
researchers were employed by West Ger-
man industries, representing an increase

ling sales of companies loused in other European nations.
Such sales figures would notbecapturedlnnabonaldaL
This may also be anceher factor resulting in R&D-tosales
ratios that are lugher in West Germany than in the United
Slates. The German R&D-to-sales ratios and sales data are
based on national data See Helga Echterhoff-Sevedri, For,-
Own: und Ensavickiwig (FuE1 on der Virisditsit 2979, 1981,
and Helga Echterhoff-Seventt, Forsdnosg sond Eniunekluns
(ND in der MVO 1981, 1984 (Essen, West Germany)
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of 5 percent. The U.S. increase in scien-
tists and engineers engaged Li industrial
research and developmord rose 15 per-
cent over the same period, reaching 488
thousand by 1981.

By far the greatest percentage of these
scientists and engineers in both coun-
tries are in the electrical equipment in-
dustry (chart 17), with West Germany
having a much higher concentration. In
1981, 38 percent of all West German in-
dustrial scientists and engineers en-
gaged in research and development
were employed in this industry com-
peted with 22 percent in the United
States. In addition to electrical equip-
ment, West Germany's concentration of
R&D scientists and engineers in the
chemical and machinery industries is
higher than that of the United States.

Demand for electrical engineers is
high in both countries, fueled by tech-
nological developments in micro-
processors and robotics/automation. A
survey of U.S. industrial firms in the ear
ly 1980's found that over one-half of the
firms reported shortages in electronic,
electrical, and computer engineers. Al-
though these shortages had declined
considerably by 1983, employers were
Mill projecting high demand for these
fields.'" The number of first degrees in
elechical engineering actually declined
in the United States during the 1970's
thereby exacerbating the problem. This
trend, however, has also been reversed.'

°National Science Foundation, "industry Reports
ShorMges otScrentists and Engineers Down Substanhally
From 1982 to 1983," Same Resources Stares fighrghls
(NSF 84-303xWashington, D.C., Feb 17, 1984).

°National Science Foundation, Science and Engineenng
Degrees: 196940 (NSF 82-307)(Washington, D.0 , 1982).
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West Germany
United States

Because the supply of electrical engi-
neers in West Germany has generally
exceeded the demand, enrollments of
new students in this field temporarily
decreased by almost one-fifth from 1976
to 1980. West Germany expects a fairly
strong demand for electrical engineers
throughout the eighties and has taken
measures to increase enrollments in this
field."

The Employment Service and the As-
sociation of Electrical Engineering and
Technology firms began a massive public
awareness campaign to explain the op-
portunities of a career in electrical engi-

oMentzes and Tash, op en., pp 135-137.

2 9
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neers. A concerted effort was made to
advise high school teachers and stu-
dents of the courses that the students
should select in order to prepare for fur-
ther study in engineering. In addition,
the firms financed introductory courses
in colleges to assist students in getting
the necessary background course work
to begin their college studies. These
efforts were successful. Between 1980
and 1983, electrical engineering enroll-
ments had increased substantially
about 60 percent's

°find. and Hans-Jurgen Block, "Akluelle Oaten zum
Studium und zum Atbeitsmarkt von Ingenieuren und
Nat urwissen schaf Item," Bei:rage rue Hothschugorschrmg
(Munich, West Gennany, 1985)



higher education

overall R&D
trends

It is difficult to make international
comparisons of the resources devoted to
research and development in the higher
education sectors. For purposes of this
report, the OECD definition of the high-
er education sector is used: It comprises
all universities, colleges of technology,
and other institutes of postsecondary
education whatever their legal status or
source of funding, and includes all re-
search institutes, experimental stations,
and clinics operating under the direct
control of, administered by, orassociated
with higher education establishments.
In the United States, for instance, R&D
expenditures in the higher education
sector would include R&D funds spent
not only in universities and colleges but
also in federally funded research and de-
velopment centers (FFRDC's) admin-
istered by individual universities and
colleges and by university consortia. In
contrast to the U.S. system of relying
principally on separately-budgeted R&D
project awards, West Germany depends
on a dual system of institutional funding
(including support for facilities) and
project support for academic research:
Universities and colleges receive general
university funds for teaching and re-

search, as well as fadlities and equip-
ment, primarily from the State Govern-
ments, but also from Federal agendes
such as the Federal Ministry of Educa-
tion and Science; and R&D funds for
special projects or programs are received
directly from Government organizations
such as the Federal Ministry for Research
and Technology as well as indirectly
through the autonomous German Re-
se--,:h Society. The Society is jointly
funded by the Federal and State Govern-
ments and also receives some private fi-
nandal support.

The U.S. data relative to West Ger-
many are somewhat underestimated for
a number of reasons. The West German
R&D data for the higher education sector
are national estimates derived from a
survey of total higher education expendi-
tures and personnel. Adjustments are
made to exclude non-R&D items and
then estimates are made on the basis of
time spent on research and development
for various fields and types of institu-
tions. Only that portion of salaries asso-
dated with time spent on research is in-
cluded.* U.S. R&D expenditures for
higher education are based on annual
surveys. They cover only separately

°Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD), international Statistical Year 1981: Ger-
many, (Paris, France, 1984.)
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budgeted research and development
and exclude departmental research un-
dertaken in conjunction with teaching.
In addition, West German higher educa-
tion R&D data include research and de-
velopment in the humanities together
with social sciences. These represent
only about 1 percent to 2 percent of total
West German R&D expenditures and
about 10 percent of higher education re-
search and development. Adjustments
were made to exclude R&D expenditures
for humanities when discussing dis-
tribution by field.

R&D expenditures in the West Ger-
man higher education sector rose 60 per-
cent in current terms over a 10-year
period and reached DM6.8 billi.n in
1983. In constant dollar terms, however,
very little growth was experienced over
the period, and expenditures actually
declined after 1981 (chart 18). In contrast,
following an initial drop in the early sev-
enties that was due largely to a decrease
in real Federal funding,47 the higher edu-
cation sector in the United States en-
joyed a 28-percent real increase from
1974 to 1983.

°National Soence Board, &Tense inthatfors-1982 (N511

83-Ixwashington, D.C.. Supt. of Documents, U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Offke), p 305.
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In 7983, R&D expenditures in the
higher education sector totaled 1.7 bil-
lion constant dollars in West Germany
compared with 6.7 billion constant dol-
lars in the United States. Although the
latter Nation spent four times that of
We St Germany in absolute terms, West
Germany invested about the same, rela-
tive to the size of its economy even when
expenditures for humanities are ex-
cluded. In both countries, R&D apendi-
tures represented about 0.4 percent of
the gross national product in 1983.

Although only 17 percent of all West
German R&D funds were spent in high-
er education in 1981, almost one-fourth
of its scientists and engineers engaged in
research and development were em-
ployed in higher education. In the Unit-
ed States, these two types of resources
were more closely matched: 13percent of
the R&D funds were invested in this sec-
tor in 1981, and 14 percent of all R&D
scientists and engineers were employed
in higher education.

Although the share of R&D funds de-
clined, the number of scientists and en-

gineers engaged in research and de-
velopment increased in both countries.
Between 197; and 1981, R&D scientists
and engineers employed in the higher
education sector increased 47 percent in
West Germany, reaching a level of 30.2
thousand; in the United States, the
number of these personnel rose 24 per-
cent over the same period to a level of
98.7 thousand.

The higher education sector ,epre-
sents a greater proportion of the Nation's
research and development in West Ger-
many than in the United States, but the
role of this sector as a performer of re-
search and development has declined in
both countries. The higher education
share of total R&D funds declined in
West Germany from 20 percent in 1970 to
16 percent in 1983. In the United States,
there was less of a decline, from about 16
percent in 1970 to 13 percent in 1983
(chazt 19).

40rgan1sanon for EcononucCo.operanon and Develop.
mem (OECD).
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research and
development by
field

Universities and colleges are the major
performer of basic research in both coun-
tries. About 60 percent of basic research
apenditures are spent by the higher ed-
ucation sector Since very little develop-
ment is carried out in academe, the dis-
tribution of current R&D apenditures
by field is essentially the field distribu-
tion of research (chart 20). West German
R&D expenditures in the social science
fields of higher education have been ad-
justed here to exclude R&D expendi-
tures in the humanitie-. Natural sciences
consume the lion's share of R&D ex-
penditures in both countries. In 1981,
over half of all U.S. expenditures and
one-third of West German research and
development in the higher education
sector went to natural science fields.
West Germany spent a somewhat higher

IN\ _........- West Germany

\°-\ s.
S.....1

%
United States

%\ I .s
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proportion in engineering (21 percent)
and in medical sciences (30 percent) than
did the United States (17 percent in
each).

An examination of R&D scientists and
engineers by field in 1981 shows some-
what similar patterns with a few excep-
tions. In West Germany, about 9,300 nat-
ural scientists and 5,700 engineers were
employed in research and development
on a full-time-equivalent basis. The
shares of R&D expenditures match dose-
ly the proportions of R&D sdentists and
engineers in all the fields except medical
sciences and social sciences. Medical sci-
ences received 30 percent of the R&D
funds spent in the higher education sec-
tor, but less than 20 percent of the re-
searchers employed larger shares of the
R&D scientists and engineers.

In the U.S. higher education sector,
there were 459,000 natural scientists and
16,600 engineers engaged in research on
a full-time-equivalent basis. The U.S.
concentration of R&D expenditures was
somewhat greater (51 percent) than the
share of R&D personnel resources in the
natural science fields (47 percent), and
about the same (17 percent) for engineer-
ing. The agriculture, medical, and social
science fields all receive a somewhat
smaller proportion of the R&D funds ex-
pended by the higher education sector
than their share of the R&D scientists
and engineers.

s/e degree
production

Although the higher education sector
performs a major role in research, its
primary responsibility is education. Re-
search is closely coupled to teaching in
West Germany as well as the United
States, and the output of trained scien-
tists and engineers is an invaluable con-

tribution to these nations' S/T
capabilities.

Although West Germany has a large
professional school system (to be dis-
cussed later), comparisons here concen-
trate on university level degrees. The
number of first university diplomas
awarded by West Germany in the natural
science fields' increased 65 percent from
5,400 in 1973 to 8,900 in 1983. Over the
same period the number of U.S. bachelor
degrees in natural sciences increased
only 11 percent reaching 104,800 in 1983.
The United States, however, grants more
than three times the number of natural
science degrees relative to its population
than does West Germany: in 1983, 14 to
15 out of every 100,000 persons were
awarded a university diploma in natural
sciences in West Germany compared
with almost 45 in the United States (chart
21).

First university diplomas awarded in
engineering increased over 70 percent in
West Germany during the 1973-83

sIncludes physical sciences, mathematics and com-
puter sconces, and biological sciences. Agricultural de-
gees are considered separateb kir purposes of interna-
tional comparisons.
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period and reached a total of 7,700. The
United States graduates a larger number
and a higher proportion of university-
trained engineers relative to its popula-
tion than does West Germany. In 1983,
12 to 13 out of every 100,000 persons in
West Germany received a university en-
gineering diploma compared with 31 in
the United States.

In West Germany, an engineering de-
gree can be earned from either a univer-
sity or a fachhochschule (professional
college). The university course is a five-
year program roughly equivalent in
years of training to between a U.S. bach-
elor's and master's level degrees. It con-
sists of broad academic engineering
training and usually some work experi-
ence in industry. After completing the
course work, a student must pass a State
emmination to qualify as a "diploma
engineec"

Fachhochschulen provide practical
training that is shorter and more spe-
cialized than university training and that
lacks the broader range of courses in the
sciences and management sciences avail-
able in universities." They are an impor-
tant source nf training in engineering
skills, but only a minor source of training
for scientists. In 1983, there were 14,900
fachhochscnule graduates in engineer-
ing and only 1,100 in natural sciences."
'Mee as many students graduate with
engineering training from fach-
hochschulen as from universities. If one
were to consider these technical engi-
neers together with the university-train-
ed engineers, then West Germany's pro-
portion of engineering degrees per
100,000 population would be 37, which is
a higher concentration than that of the
United States."

The fachhochschnle technical engi-
neers play an important part in the Ger-
man economy. They undoubtedly in-
crease the technical competency of the
German labor force and many of the
fachhochschule engineers are employed

stelintzes and 'rash, op al.
oDer Bundesrninister fur Bildung und Wissenschaft,

Gnotd-und Stnilaurdoten 1984(85 (Bonn, West Germany,
1988) and 5tatistisches Bundesamb Prufungen an
flochschiden 1903 (Wenbaden, West Germany, 1983).

'1National Science Foundation and Grund-nad Umbra-
dela 1983184, op at.
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in industry. In fact this type of training
may be particularly useful for industry.
Nevertheless, this report concentrated
primarily on comparisons of university
degree data for reasons of comparability
with U.S. data on engineering. The
training of technical engineers does not
appear to be equivalent to that of the
university-trained diploma engineer. For
example, very little research is con-
ducted at the fachhochschule. In addi-
tion to the difference in length of study,
one cannot study for a doctorate in engi-
neering after graduating from a fach-
hochschule unless undergraduate stud-
ies are repeated at a university. Further-
more, there has been considerably more
unemployment among the ranks of tech-
nical engineers than among those engi-
neers who are university trained: twice
as many engineering graduates from
professional colleges were unemployed
(14.2 thousand) in 1983 as those who
graduated from universities (7.2 thou-
sand). In fairness, however, it should be
remembered that there are twice as
many graduates from these technical
colleges as there are from universities.
The importance of this engineering de-
gree may be increasing and there is evi-
dence that West Germany may phase out
this two-tiered degree system in favor of
one engineering degree."

West Germany has considerably in-
creased its doctoral production in natural
sciences and engineering fields. The
number of doctorates granted in natural
science fields rose 35 percent from 2,000
in 1973 to 2,700 in 1983. Over the same
period the number of U.S. degrees in
natural sciences actually declined 9 per-
cent from almost 9,000 to about 8,200.
The U.S. decrease occurred primarily in
the physical and mathematical sci-
ences.% The number of engineering doc-
torates in West Germany increased 43
percent during the 1973-75 period, and
maintained an annual level of 1,000
through 1983. The United States experi-
enced a 25-percent decrease in the
number of engineering doctorates
granted from about 3,400 in 1973 to 2,500

oMmttes and Tash, op al
%National Science Foundation, Science and Eisgmeenng

Doctorates 196042 (NSF83-328)(Washtnglon, D C 1983),
and Gnind-und Struktitiaten 1983184, op of.

in 1981. This trend, which is influenced
by labor market demand, seems to be
reversing itself, however, because some
increase in U.S. doctoral degrees in engi-
neering o ccurred between 1981 an d
1983. Most of this increase, howeve was
accounted for by foreign students who
constituted 56 perrent of the U.S. engi-
neering doctorate recipients in 1983."

As a result of these trends in degree
production, West Germany has over-
taken the United States in terms of the
number of S/E doctorates awarded as a
percent of the population (chart 22). In
1973, the United States graduated 4.2
natural science doctorates per 100,000
population, compat .1 with 3.2 for West
Germany. In 1983, however, the West
German ratio for natural science docto-
rates (4.4) was higher than the U.S. ratio
(3.5). A similar pattern occurred in the
fieid of engineering. Although the U.S.
rem of doctorates per population was
higher in 1973, 10 years later the op-
posite was true. In 1983, West Germany
granted 1.6 doctorates in engineering for
every 100,000 persons. The engineering
doctorate degree ratio in the United
States was lower at 1.2 per 100,000
population.

The West German Government has
emphasized the importance of providing
outstandine -ducational opportunities
in science and technology. It has initiated
a number of programs such as the
Heisenberg and AGF (Association of
Big Scier.ce Establishments) programs by
which young investigators can experi-
ence work in large-scale facilities and re-
search institutes. A new program would
enable young sdentists and engineers
flow' industry to receive additional train-
ing in key technology areas at research
institutes. The States in West Germany
are primarily responsible for education,
and they have recently initiated new
doctoral programs.%

"National Science Foundation, Foreign Citizens la U.S.

Science and Eirginrenag. History, Stains. and Outlook (NSF
86.305)(Wasbington, D.C., 1986)

%Federal Ministry for Research and TechnologyBun-
desnumstenurn fur Forschung und Technologie (BMFT),
Biledesbrncht, op of.
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Enrollment data for West Germany
demonstrate the continuing importance
placed by university students on natural
S/E fields (chart 23) and can be used as
indicators of future trends since field
concentrations have remained fairly sta-
ble. In 1983/84 about 20 percent of all
West German students were enrolled in
natural science fields and about 11 per-
cent in engineering. Not all of these stu-
dents will graduate, but it is likely that
West Germany will be able to sustain its
production of scientists and engineers at
present or higher levels throughout the
1980's.

s/e training of
women and
foreign
students

Data on university student demo,
graphic characteristics indicate that in
1983/84 almost a third of all students en-
rolled in natural sciences in West Ger-
many were female (chart 24). Agriculture
has a higher-than-average percent of
female students (46 percent), but only 10
percent of students enrolled in engineer-
ing were women. Data on foreign-stu-
dent enrollment in West German univer-
sities show that the highest con-
centration of foreign students is in the
field of engineering (chart 25). In 1983/84
almost 10 percent of all engineering stu-
dents in West Germany were foreign,
compared with an average of 6 percent
for all fields combined. Since students
do not have to declare a major upon en-
tering a university, similar enrollment
data are not available for the United
States except for engineering. Such data
showed that for engineering, women
represented 16 percent and fotvign na-
tionals constituted 6 percent of full-time
students enrolled at the U.S. under-
graduate level in fall 1983.57 West Ger-
many has a tvlatively lower percentage
of female students and a higher percent-

nngineenng Manpower Commission of the Americo
Assoaahon of Engineering Societies, Inc., Evneennganil
Techno14'88 Ensollments, Fall 1983 (New York, New York,
1984.)
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s outputs and impacts

scientific
literature

Scientific and technical publications
are an important output of researea, and
publication counts are considered to be
indicators of scientific activity. The fol-
lowing discussion is based on a large
data set developed from the Science Ci-
tation Index (SCI) of the Institute for Sci-
entific Information. Although there are
some differences in national coverage,
the SCI appears to provide generally
well-balanced coverage for indus-
trialized nations in the physical and bio-
logical sciences. This data set represents
about 3,100 frequently cited or influen-
tial S/T journals.

Table 6 presents the West German pro-
portion of the world's S/T articles by field
based on this influential set of journale
It shows that in 1982, West German sci-
entists and engineers authored 6.5 per-
cent of the articles in all the fields cov-
ered. This proportion of scientific liter-
ature is twice as large as West Germany's
share of the scientists and engineers en-

Table 6. West Germnn and U.S.
percentages of the world's science and
technology articles, by field: 1981-82

Field

West rjermarT United States

1981 1982 1981 1982

All fields 6.3 6.2 35,3 35.4

Biology 4.7 4.7 37 4 38.1

Gomel:hone ... 6 2 6.3 39.5 39.8
Chemistry 6 5 6.2 19.6 20.9
Clin.cal medicine . 6.6 6.5 '.; .1 40 9

Earth ano space

sciences 4 4 4,3 42.0 41,9
Engineering and

technology 6.7 6.6 37.7 37.7
Mathematics 8.7 6.6 35.9 37 0
Physics .... , 6.6 6.8 30.0 27.4

lased on emotes, notes, and feVIEV6 in about 3,100 01 the Mums,
pumas earned on the 1973 SOMA Cdation Index Source 7.mes of the
tnattiAe for &medic inforinaliOn When an snick Is written by researchers

(rem more Man one countrtt the article IS Prorated MAWS the muct,es
involved

90110Cf cOmputei Nowa, lac . unpublished data

gaged in iesearch and development in
the industrialized world. R&D scientists
and engineers in West Germany repre-
sent about 3 percent of all such scientists
and engineers found in industrialized
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nations." U.S. scientists and engineers
were responsible for 35 percent of the
world's influential scientific literature
and about 15 percent of the researchers.
The highest West German share was in
the field of physic ; (6.8 percent) followed
by er4gineering and technology (6.6 per-
cent), and mathematics (6.6 percent).

The United States was responsible for
a much higher proportion of WI' articles
than any country in each of the major
fields ksted. The fields in which U.S.
scientists and engineers authored the
highest proportion of articles were earth
and space sciences (41.9 percent), clinical
medicine (40.9 percent), and biomedical
research (39.8 percent).

From 1981 to 1982 the West German
proportion of S/T articles was fairly
steady but dropped slightly in many of
these fields, with the largest decrease
coming in mathematics. The fields of
physics and biomedical research actually
showed some slight gains.

`4This estimate is based on data for all OECD countnes
and the Soviet Union See Organisation for Economic Ca
operation and Development. Sc.ence and Technokly Indica-
tors trans. France. 1984 and Robert Campbell, Soviet R&D
Stafistso. 19:0 83 tWashington. D C National Science
Foundation, 1984)
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There were a number of subfields in
198Z in which West German articles rep-
resented at least 10 percent of the world's
SiT literature. Table 7 shows these sub-
fields in the order of the West German
contribution to S/1 literature.

Table 7. West Getman percent of world's
science and technology articles, selected

*ME' 1282

Sublield Percent

Applied chembtry 15
Nuclear technology 14

Odhopedics 13
Obstetrics and gynecology 13
Microscopy 12
Metals and metallurgy 10 West German y
Materials scienct 10 mo aft
Nuclear and particle physics 10 4011,

"...bangs 000 el". 4MMID dIVID 4020 ON. doge 40MM 4.M.

*Molds In Wadi Wart atom amdes tseresteted 10 percent or mw* ol
de ninItt Mk*
SOURCE Campos, moons. Inc . alpubkshed data

patent
indicators

Patents represent one of the major out-
puts of research and development and
innovation. Even though all new ideas or
inventions are not patented, patent data
have become accepted as being among
the best measures of inventive activity.
Although the perceived market potential
and general economic conditions are hn-
portant influences in the decision of
whether and where to patent studies
have indicated that technological Inven-
tiveness is a driving factor in foreign pat-
enting activity."

During the seventies, domestic patent
applications decreased in both West Ger-
many and the United States (chart 26),
indicating a probable decline in inven
tiveness. Intellectual property can be
protected either by means of patenting
or through other means such as the
maintenance of trade secrets. Although

"Keith Palm and Luc Soete, "Innovatwe Activities and
Export Shares Some Comparisons between industnes
and Countries," in Keith Pavitt (ed.) Technical innovation
WM &Sash Economic hrfonnance (London: MacMillan,
1950) ; and Luc Soete and Sally ME. wymt, 'Domestic and
Tyreign Patenting in the United States and the EEC To-
wards the Development of an Internationally Comparable
Science and Technology Output Indicator INbrkshop on
Patent and Innovation Statistics (Pans, France. Orgamsa-
don for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1982).
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an i:tc:eased use of trade secrets may
have affected these trends, the propen-
sity to patent or protect via trade secrets
differs among industries, firms, and in-
ventions. Since domestic patenting has
decreased across most product fields in
the United States, it is thought that the
decline in patenting actually represents a
decrease in the production rate of inven-
tions rather than being primarily at-
tributable to the increased use of trade
secrets.' In 1984, the number of patent
applications by national inventors in
West Germany was only 1 percent below
the level at the beginning of the seven-
ties. The U.S. level of domestic patent
applications was 19 percent lower than in
1970. Recent patent application data
presents a more optimistic picture. Do-
mestic pWenting in West Germany
shows an upturn, and the decline in U.S.

(National science Nerd, Science Indualors-1982, op
p 13.

applications appears to have been re-
versed. From 1981 to 1984, domestic pat-
enting increased 9 percent ;.1 West Ger-
many compared with a 1-percent decline
in the United States.

The most important or potentially
profitable inventions are often patented
abroad. U.S. inventors have been very
successful in patenting their inventions
in West Germany (chart 27). In 1970, al-
most 47 percent of all foreign-origin pat-
ents granted there went to U.S. inven-
tors. This proportion dropped substan-
tially during the midseventies, but since
then has 1Y...en holding fairly steady and
was 29 percent in 1984.

During the sixties and up to the mid-
seventies, West Germany patented more
inventions in the United States than any
other foreign country. In 1970, scientists
and engineers from that country were
granted over one-fourth of all foreign-
origin patents in the United States and 7
percent of the total. The number of U.S.
patents granted fn West German inven-
tors rose over 10 percent from 1970 to

3 7



3984, and U.S. domestic patenting de-
clined 30 percent through 3983 before
increasing substantially in 1984. Thus,
although the West Gennan share of for-
eign-oligin patents declined slightly to
22 percent, the proportion of total U.S.
patents granted to West German scien-
tists and engineers increased to 9 percent
in 1984.

Patenting activity in the United States
with respect to product field is highly
concentrated. Over 60 percent of U.S.
patents granted to West German inven-
tors are in machinery and chemical tech-
nologles, and about 54 percent of U.S.
domestic patents are in these same
areas. West German inventions were
more highly concentrated in non-
electrical equipment (27 percent) than
those of domestic U.S. inventions (22
percent). This was true for the chemicals
and allied products group as well, which
represented one-fifth of West German-
origin patents compared with 15 percent
of those patents granted to U.S. inven-
tors. The United States had a higher per-
centage of its patents in electrical equip-
ment than did West Germany-17 per-
cent versus 14 percent.

In 1975, the United States granted
more patents to Japanese inventors than

4

to West Germans. By noting the na-
tionality of U.S. patent applicants ac-
cording to product group of invention,
one can discern the relative tech.
nological competitiveness of foreign
countries. By 1983, Japan had become
the leading foreign patent country in the
United States in all major product
groupsmany of which were areas of
previous German strength. This was
true for diemicals and allied products,
machineryboth electrical and non-
electrical, professional and scientific in-
struments, aircraft and parts, and motor
vehides.

In 1983, more West Germans were
granted patents in the United States in a
number of specific product groups than
from any other foreign country. Table 8
lists those product groups in the order of
their percentage of total U.S. patents in
1983.

Although Japan had assumed the for-
eign leadership in percentage of patents
granted in the United States, West Ger-
many received a relatively high propor-
tion in 1983 in the following areas: Motor
vehicles and parts, 14 percent; aircraft
and parts, 14 percent; and engines and
turbines, 13 percent.
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Table S. U.S. patent areas with high-level
West German actildtr

Product group

West German

percent of U.S.
patents in 1983

Railroad equipment

Special industrial machinery
except metal working
maChinerY

Industrial organic chemistry ...
Agriculturai chemicals
Ordnance except missiles

Soaps. perfumes. cosmetics
Shipbuilding and repair .....
ConsUuction and mining

equipment

Farm and garden machinery

Guided missiles and space
vehicles and parts

18

16

14

13

11

10

10

a
8

7

Mom paha yowl in MOM Wed Genom minion we ontad ths
Went prmorbon ol U S. panes of Kg imOn =OW

SOURCE Mt Of Sxtinoty Assnowel ant fcamst, U S PAM ant
Indeintok Othet Poem hinds at the MIMS Sista md Mc Cittalitat.
&sawn Coon Ripon :Ma Ises

Because the cost and effort involved in
applying for a patent in a foreign country
act as a quality screen, external patents
are thought to have more technical or
commercial value than the average do-
mestic patent. Since companies gener-
ally will seek patent protection before
exploiting their inventions via foreign li-
censing or foreign trade, foreign patent-
ing can also be an indication of foreign-
market interest.

An examination of external patenting
by OECD countries showed that the
United States and Germany had the
highest shares of all OECD external pat-
ents. The United States declined from 35
percent in 1970 to 32 percent in 1982, but
the West German share was steady at
about 20 percent."

External or foreign patent applications
by both U.S. and West German inventors

41Orgamsation tor Economic Co-operation a ne;IDevelop-
ment, OECD Same and Technology Indianan U, Anna
(Pans, France. 1985)
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decreased 31 percent and 23 percent, re-
spectively, between 1970 and 1978 (chart
28). Obviously not all patent applications
result in patent grants, but the number of
foreign patents granted probably also
declined unless the application-to-grant
success rates drastically increased."

Tho significant mechanisms for inter-
national patenting have become avail-
able since 1978. The Munich Convention
of October 5, 1973, known also as the
European Patenting Convention (EPC),
and the international Patent Co-opera-
tion Treaty (PO), greatly simplify the
filing of patent applications for the same
invention in more than one country. This
has greatly increased the number of ex-
terial patents. When these EPC and PCI
patent filings are added to the World
Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) data that now show national fil-
ings, the resulting trends in etternal pat-
endng are quite different; between 1978
and 1982 the number of U.S. external
patent applications increased 35 percent
reaching their 1970 level, and the West
German external patent applications in-
creased 33 percent to about 80 thousand
in 1982. Because these international
mechanisms offer the possibility of pat-
ent protection in a broader array of coun-
tries at a low marginal cost, the overall
effect is an inflation in external patenting
which may or may not correspond close-
ly with an increase in inventiveness.
Nonetheless, the increase in external
patent protection certainly enhances the
potential industrial competitiveness of a
nation. It should be noted that the in-
crease in external patenting via interna-
tional patenting mechanisms does not
affect significantly the domestic patent-
ing trends and condusions based on
trends in West German patenting in the
United States which were discussed ear-
lier. For instance in 1983, the use of inter-
national patent mechanisms increased
domestic patenting only by 2 percent in
West Germany and only 0.4 percent in
the United States."

'Mese data are from the World Intellectual Property
Organization, wluch collects and publishes national pat.
eat data from most of the countries en the world. Unfor.
innately only patent application data are available for
wodd totals.

ailased on data in an unpublished OECD worlung pa-
per on the led.nological position of OECD members pre
sented for discussion at an October 1984 meeting.
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royalties and
fees

Data on international transactions in
royalties and fees are often used as in-
dicators of technology transfer. Royalties
and license fees are payments for the use
of intellectual property such as patents,
inventions or processes, copyrights, etc.
It should be stressed that for several rea-
sons these are only a rough and partial
indicator of the level of transfer. They are
only partial measures because tech-
nology can be transferred across national
borders as exported or imported goods
or services. Payments are usually spread
over time rather than paid in lump sums
and theefore data on any given year
reflect returns on previous agreements
as well as contracts in that year. Nonethe-
less, royalties and fees data do provide
some information on the flow and direc-
tion of technology.'

*For a more complete discussion of the limitation and
meaning of these data, see Jennifer Sue Bond. "US Inter.
national Transactions en Royalties and FeesTrends and
their interpretation." a paper presented at an OECD
Workshop. December 1981.

Data on international receipts and pay-
ments for West Germany and the United
States demonstrate that the major dif-
ference between these two countries is
that West Germany is a net importer and
the United States a net exporter of tech-
nical know-how (chart 29). In 1983, U.S.
receipts for royalties and fees were over
30 times the payments; in West Ger-
many, payments were almost twice the
receipts. U.S. receipts increased almost
49 percent in real terms from 1970 to
1983, reaching 4.4 billion constant dol-
lars. West German receipts rose 61 per-
cent over the same period and payments
were only 18 percent higher. In fact, be-
tween 1975 and 1982 West German pay-
ments declined 8 percent. As a result,
the West (erman balance, although still
negative, has improved and registered a
deficit of 284 million constant dollars in
1983. Over half of the West German pur-
chases of technical know-how through
royalties and fees are from the United
States."

*Federal Ministry tor &stank and TechnologyBun-
desminutenum hat Furskhung und Tethnologie tlIMF1),
op co.
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technology
trade

Trade in high technology products
represents another mode of technology
transfer. Although it is difficult to deter-
mine the precise amount of technology

transferred, it is undeniable that interna-
tional trade is a major channel through
which technology flows and that such
trade has an increasingly important eco-
nomic impact.

West Germany maintained a negative
balance of trade in techno1ogy-inten-
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sive° products with the United States
throughout the sixties, but this deficit
worsened considerably in the seventies
and eighties. In 1970, the deficit was $0.5
billion, but by 1981, it had reached $2.8
billion (chart 30). Exports to the United
States increased din 1983 and 1984, im-
proving the West German trade balance
to a negative $1.5 billion. West Germany
also began to run a negative balance of
trade in technology-intensive products
with Japan in 1969. By 1984, West Ger-
many's deficit with Japan had reache4
$2.4 billion, greater than its deficit wit
the United States. West Germany has
maintained a positive balance of trade,
however, with its other partners. In 1984,
for example, West Germany had a $1.6
billion surplus of technology-intensive
trade with Italy, $1.8 billion positive bal-
ance with France, and $0.9 billion sur-
plus with the United kingdom. West
Germany registered an overall positive
trade balance of $10.6 billion in tech-
nology-intensive products in 1984.

Trade with the United States has been
influenced by the dollar exchange rate
and strong U.S. economic recovery° In
1984, West Germany had a positive bal-
ance with the United States in agri-
cultural chemicals, engines and tur-
bines, radio and TV receivers, and
professional and scientific instruments
(table 9).

West Germany's !..rgest deficit with
the United States is irt office computers
and accounting machinery ($1.0 billion).
It has a somewhat smaller deficit in elec-
trical machinery, communications
equipment and electronic components,
and aircraft and parts, even though iW
overall trade balance was positive in
these three product fields. (See table
6-37.) West Germany also registered a
deficit in world trade in office machines
and radio and TV receiving equipment.

Between 1970 and 1984, both the U.S.
and West German world export shares
declined in many of the product groups

'Mere is no unwerally accepted definition of high-
technology products or technolomintenswe products.
The definition used here is one that was adoPed by the
OECD Technology -intenswe products are those products
for which R&D es oendittnes exceed 2.36 percent of sales.
See table 6 for a list of the product liAds included.

S Department ot Commerce, I 1.8 Trade Perfonmence
en 1983 and Osaka (Wmhington. D.0 , June 19134.)
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as can be seen in table 10. West Germany
increased its export share only in aircraft
and parts, which rose from 3.4 percent in
1970 to 15.2 percent in 1984. Its export
share dropped 5.2 percentage points in
drugs betwee n 1970 and 1982, but subse-
quently recovered somewhat and was
15.8 percent in 1984. West Germany's
highest export share -was in plastics and
synthelic materials. This share has re-
mained steady at about 21 percent. The
United States also experienced declines
in many of the groups examined, but
produced a large increase in its share of
agricultural chemicals; the U.S. share
rose from 19.7 percent in 1970 to 33.7
percent in 1984. The United States expe-
rienced smaller increases in its export
shares in the following product groups:
Engines and turbines, electrical trans-

Table 9. West German trade in
selected high technology products'

with the United States: 1984

(Dollars in millions]

Product group IIJi rts imports Balance

Total 62.968 9 54,500.3 5-1.531 4

&craft and parts 119.5 270 3 - 150.7
Office computing

and accounting

machines 341.1 1.361 0 - 1.019.9
Electrical

transmission
and distribution
equipment 542.3 880.7 - 338.4

Commumcation
equipment and
electronic
components . 180 1 568.5 - 388.4

Professional and

scientific
instruments 666.1 435.2 230.9

Drugs 135.0 139.9 - 4.9
Plastic materials

and synthetics . 305.5 344.2 - 38.7
Engines and

turbines ... .. 395 6 126.0 269.5
Agncultural

Chemicals .... 44.5 24 1 20.4
Industrial inorganic

chemicals .... 220.3 344.8 -124.5
Radio and TV

receiving

equipment . 19.0 5.6 13.3

nechoology.lryteepve prOduciS are Hy defined here as those lot "MO
RISO expenditures exceed 2 36 deicer., of sates

SCORCE Spacial tabulations prepared lathe Division 01 Science Resources

Studies, Rational Stiente foundation, by Oata Rtsotoces c. 1906

Table 10. Percent distribution of world' export shares in technology-intensive
product groups:2 1970, 1982, and 1984

Product group

West Germany United States

1970 1982 1984 1970 1982 1984

Total 16.8 15.5 14 5 27 0 24.7 25.2

Aircraft and parts 3.4 11.6 15.2 60 7 52.7 45 1
Office computing and accounting machines . 15.1 11.5 9.2 37 5 38 35 b

Electrical transmission and distribution equipment 22 5 19 1 17 3 21 9 22.9 23.8
Communications equipment and electronic

components 15.2 12.5 10 4 27.7 25.9 26.5
Piolessional and scientific instruments 20.1 15.7 15 3 21.8 16.7 13.7

Drugs 19.5 14.3 15 8 16.5 15 9 19.6

Plastic matenals and synthetics 22 3 21 0 21 4 17.2 15.0 14.4

Engines and turbines 18 1 16 9 16.4 27 7 30.5 29.9
Agricultural chemicals . 17.3 12.5 13,0 19.4 28 6 33.7
Industrial inorganic chemicals ..... 17.3 15.4 15.0 23.1 20.6 23.9
Radio and TV receiving equipment 12.4 9.5 8 2 6.4 2.1 .5

IMMAmisbalWollawcnoimuckles

Mthnology intensive products are the., defined here as those tor much use expenditures exceed 2 36 percent 01 sales

SOURCE Special tabulations prepared lot the Division ot Science Resources Studies. Nalionai Science Foundation. by Dm Resources, lot 1986
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mission equipment, and drugs. Consid-
enng all of these groups together, West
Germany's export share dropped from
16.8 percent in 1970 to 143 percent in
1984.1he U.S. share was highen but also
declinedfrom 27 percent in 1970 to
25.2 percent in 1984.

During the same period, 1970-84, Ja-
pan increased its export share in these
product groups by 9 percentage points,
surpassing the West German share. Ja-
pan's export share reached 20 percent in
1984, and was second only to the United
States. France also experienced a slight
increase in its export share in these prod-

uct fields throughout the sixties and
maintained a level of about 8 percent in
the eighties. This was still below the
share of the United States, Japan, and
West Germany."

In conclusion, West Germany has in-
creased its S/E resources since the seven-

"Based on data in special tabulations provided to the
Division of Science Resources Studies, National Science
Foundation, by Data Resources, Inc 1986
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ties, with a slowdown of growth occur-
ring in the eighties. In terms of science,
West Germany's sham of a set of the
world's influential scientific and tech-
nical literature appears to be fairly
steady and even increased slightly in the
fields of physics and biomedicine. Its
competitive edge in many technological
areas on the other hand seems to be de-
creasing. The West German share of
world exports in many technology-in-
tensive product groups has declined and
West Germany has been succeeded by
Japan as the foreign leader in U.S. pat-
enting activity in most product groups.
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ap ndix a

technical notes

Differences in definitions, concepts,
and data collection and reporling prac-
tices make precise cross-country com-
parisons difficult. Much has been done
by the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD),
howeve; to institute uniform definitions
and standards. The West German data
presented here generally reflect the defi-
nitions as outlined in the OECD manual,
commonly referred to as the Frascati
Manual.' The data presented by the West
German Government in documents
such as the Bandesbericht Forsthang 1984
differ somewhat from those it reports to
the OECD: research and development
(R&D) expenditures reported in its na-
tional data are higher than those re-
ported in OECD. Forexample, West Ger-
man total R&D expenditures in 1983 as
reported in the national data were about
46.8 billion deutsche marks (DM), com-
pared with the DM43.0 billion reported
to OECD. The differences arise, in part,
because the OECD definitions require

'Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment, The Measurement ei Soon* and Technical Mantra.
1981, commonly called the Frascati Manual, which out-
lines the definitions, survey procedures, etc. (Pans,
Prance, 1981).

data to be reported on the basis of the
institutions that perform research and
development, i.e., the data are per-
former-based. The national data are col-
lected from agencies that fund research
and development, i.e., the data are
source-based and include R&D funds
that are provided to those institutions
whose primary function is other than
research. The main difference, howeve;
is that the national data include West
German funds for research and develop-
ment performed by both inteenational
organizations and German institutions
abroad. Such expenditures are not in-
duded in the U.S. data and thus this
report utilizes principally the data
provided to OECD since they more
closely approximate those of the United
States.

Some data presented in this report are
of necessity based on national data.
These include R&D funds disaggregated
by the Federal and State Governments
(flund and Laender), orby ministries, as
well as Government targets for R&D ex-
penditures. The data on R&D-to-sales
ratios are based on national industrial
data because sales data are available only
on the basis of the national industrial
categories. There are various measures
of R&D intensity that are frequently
used by analysts (e.g., R&D-to-sales,
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R&D-to-value added, etc.). R&D-to-
sales is used in this report because data
are available by industries for both the
United States and West Germany.

In the interest of presenting as com-
plete a profile of West German science
and technology (sir) efforts as possible,
data on basic research and on research
and development in the higher educa-
tion sectors are presented. It should be
noted that these data are more problem-
atic and are less reliable than other R&D
expenditure data. Therefore considera-
tion should be given only to tlends and
to major changes and differences in data
for this sectos Although R&D expendi-
tures in the humanities are generally in-
clud ed in West German R&D data they
represent only about 1 percent to 2 per-
cent of the national total. Estimates have
been made to exclude these figures for
the field distributions in the higher edu-
cation sector data.

Fully satisfactory R&D deflators
(which would correct the effects of infla-
tion on R&D activities) and R&D ex-
change rates have not yet been de-
veloped. Use of current exchange rates
results in figures that are heavily influ-
enced by the relative strengths of na-
tional currencies. To provide more accu-
rate comparisons with U.S. resources,
purchasing-power parities rather than
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current exchange rates are used unless
othenvise specified. Exchange rates re-
tied comparable purchasing power be-
tween counbies and have been calcu-
lated at a general level, referring to the
econor y as a whole. Thus they indicate

the purchasing power for R&D resources
only broadly. The purchasing power par-
ities have been taken from OECD na-
tional accounts data. They are based on
direct price observations made in studies
developed under the auspices of Eu-

rostat and the United Nations Interna-
tional Comparisons Project. Constant-
dollar figures are based on the implicit
gross domestic product (GDP) deflator
derived from the OECD National Ac-
counts data bank. The base year is 1975.
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lbble II-1. National expenditures for the
performance of mew* and development:

1970-85

Year

1970

1971

1972
1973
1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979
1980

1981

1982

1983 (prel.)
1984 (est)
1995 (est)

Constant 1

in mill

West Germany

$6,348
6,973
7.314
7.203
7.443

7.656
7,816
8.017
8.601
9.614

29.891

10.066
10,351

10.462
210.606

"11.108

5 dollars
ons'

United States

$35.800
34.644
35,596
36.569
35.722
35.213
36.809
38.199
40.108
41.934
43.789
46.067
47.731
50,972
54,042

58.182

%MO on %CO dallatefs and pottlannO Kam POWs.

VW annul..
NME:Wast Gennottlintfor 19$4415 ofelISF tabrontsatasod an pfeloastsr

nalionD lipaes.

SOURCES. OrypnisitIon fat Kowa* Co4Peration tad Developmed.
kolleval Scioto Amain" on0 tothal Moony for fisseadi and Tech-
nolgrp-Ounfesrarastmat fur Fangio; dna %OW* (NM

Table B2. National expenditures for the
performance of research and development
as a percent of the gross national product

197045

Year %tat Germany United States

1970 2.1% 2.6%
1971 2.2 2.4
1972 2.2 2.3
1973 2.1 £.3
1974 2.1 2.2
1975 2.2 2.2
1976 2.2 2.2
1977 2.1 2.1

1978 2.2 2.1
1979 2.4 2.2
1980 2.4 2.3
1981 2.5 2.4
1982 2.6 2.5
1983 (prel.) 2.5 2.6
1984 (est)
1985 (est.)

2.5
2.6

I 2.6
2.7

1101E:Westeetnundattax1004SantftSF asamateabasodonOloOmmati
Won. Salm
SOORCIt Orsinisabto lot Moonlit Co-opeiallon and Oevolopental. Na.

Val Wan kande*, sod Weill Ministry for Rtasortit sod ;Rh-
tolop-OtoPoinanitatelont air forsdnau end Ichnolcols (OW

Table 8-3. Estimated ratio of nondefense
research and development (R&D)

expenditures' to gross national product:
197085

Year West Germany United Slates

1970 1.9% 1.7%

1971 2.0 1 6

1972 2.1 1.6
1973 1.9 1.6

1974 2.0 1.6

1975 2 1 t.6
1976 2.0 1 6

1977 .... 2.0 1.6

1978 2.1 1.6
1979 2.3 1.7

1980 2.3 1.8

1981 2.4 1.8

1982 2.5 1.9
1983 (pret) 2.4 1.9
1984 (est.) 2.4 1.8

1985 (est) 2.5 1.9
_

Illabsool RID towboat exclanno Ooternirant foods tor defense

NOR West Ottinundattlotl911341SoreNSEestmatetbaSed onprehmintsy

ow* noises
SOURCIS Oftarnobon tor Econoirot Co-operabon and Development Ina

an Rama! Saute Foundabon

Table 0-4, National research and development (R&D) by source of fundinc 1970-83

[Constant 1975 dollars in millions]

West Germany

Government
financed

As peroent

of total R&D
industry
financed

As percent of
total R&D

11970 $2,881 45.4 $3.388 53.4
1971 3,244 46.5 3.626 52.0
1972 3,611 49.4 3.580 49.0
1973 3,583 49.7 3,504 48.7
1974 3,723 50.0 3.580 48.1
1975 3,633 47.4 1838 50.1
1976 3,667 46.9 1955 50.6
1977 3,542 44.2 4,236 52.8
1978 3.842 44.7 4,458 51.8
1979 4.084 42.5 5,328 55.4
1980 NA NA NA NA

1981 4.191 41.6 5,738 57.0
1982 4.361 42.1 5,890 56.9
1983 4.282 40.9 6,083 58.1

United States

1970 20.400 57.0 14,307 40.0
1971 19.434 56.1 14,055 40.6
1972 19,760 56.5 14.638 41.1
1973 19,523 $3.4 15.825 43.3
1974 18,315 51.3 16.172 45.3
1975 18,109 51 4 15.820 44.9
1976 18,787 51.0 16,692 45.3
1977 19,280 50.5 17.526 45.9
1978 19,899 49.6 18.708 46.6
1979 20,469 48.8 19.909 47.5
1980 20,595 47.1 21,616 49.4
1981 21,412 46.5 23.039 50.0
1982 21,971 46.0 24.111 50.5
1983 23,347 46.7 24.945 49.9

NOW RA not usable

SOURCES OlOnlasnlo lof konoffne CoilPoinoon and Development and De Nallonal Some Enonnalion
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Table &B. Current expenditures for
basic research: selected years

[Dollars in millions]

Table II-7. Current expenditures for applied
research and development:

selected years

(Dollars in millions(

Year Total

Percent of
research and

development'
Applied research
and development

1 As percent of
total

West Germany West Germany

1973 $1,460 30 1973 53,581 71
1975 .. 1,710 26 1975 4,1130 74
1977 1,946 25 1077 5.950 75
1979 2,261 21 1979 7,792 71
1981 3,072 22 1981 11,210 81

United States United States

1973 3,946 13 1973 26,772 87
1975 . 4.608 13 1v75 30,605 87
1977 5.537 13 w/7 37,246 87
1979 7.257 13 1979 47,676 87
1981 9,180 13 1981 62,660 87

Mew ol current RIO etTienalulw

SOURCES Federal Minis lry tor Research and Technology-Burt-
desairistenum fur Farmhand end Unclog* (B11TE) and Um nom
Some Foceddion

0-6. Percent distribution of basic research

'Percent I mood MO emendeures.

NURSES Orgamsabon for Economic Cameroun and Develoornent ard

the Nabonal Science Fourclabon

Table II-8. Natural scientists' as a percent
expenditures' by performer selected years el the labor force: selected Years

Year Total Govemment Industry
Higher

education

West Germany

1973 ... 100 18 12 70

1975 ... 100 19 12 69
1977 ... 100 19 9 73

1979 .. 100 25 15 59

1981 ... 100 22 18 60

United States

1973 ... 100 15 16 4.0

1975 ... 100 16 16 59
1977 ... 100 17 16 58
1979 ... 100 15 16 60
1981 ... 100 14 18 59

'Current sitPcndituret

:!..ra' There is a brook m 11+1 West ;anon sums between 1977 and 1979

become cd dimmed coverage of Me industrial sector ln Unded Stales 9
percent of basic sesemmi a performed by onvale nonprofit ordinations for

Pt the years shown

SOURCES Federal Ministry for Research and Technolotly-
Sundesmmistenum fur Forschung rind ;monolog* (BFMT). Organisation tv

Economic Cmoperabon and OevelOPment. snd IN National Scier.e

Fourdabon

year

Natural

scientists
(in

thousands)

As
percent of

labor
force

Engineers

(in
thousands)

Table 0-9. Ratio of research and
development (R&D) scientists and

engineers (S/E's) fo labor force: 1970-84

Year

R&D Sif's
(in thousands)

R&D S/Es
to 1,000

labor force

1970
1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976 .....
1977

1978

1979
1980
1981

1982

1983

1984 (est.) .

1970

As 1971

Percent of 1972 .....
labor 1973

force 1974

1975 .....
1976

1977

1976

1979

1980
1.6 1981

1.6 1982

1983

1984 (est.)

1970

1980

West Germany

161.0 0.6 I 414.0 1.5

231.0 .9 390.0 1.5

United States

1970 594.0 .7 1,367.2

1980 870.0 .8 1,701.2

'Includes Mws.mt. mathernabcal. and 1de scientists

SOURCE Nalional Science Foundation

West Germany

82.5
90.2
96.0

101.0
102.5
103.7
104.5
111.0

NA
122.0

NA

128.2
129.0
129.5
130.0

3.1
3.4
3.6
3.7
3.9
3.9
4.0
4.3
NA
4.5
NA

4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7

United States

544.2
523.8
515 3
514.8
520.8
527.7
535.6
561.0
587.0
614.8
651.7
683.7
702.8
722.9
750.7

6.4
6.1
5.8
5.6
5.6
5.5
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
6.0
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5

MX NA - not available

SCURCES Stalubsches Sundesamt. Oroamsabon for Economic %lode-
eon and Devetopmed, and the Nabonal Saw* Foundation



Table 11-18. Percent distribation of West German Federal R&D
funding by agendas: selected Years

Agencies 1975 1977 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984' 1985'

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 i00.00

Total (OM in
millions) 7,538 7,731 10,026 10.700 11,906 11.313 11,622 13.086

Total

(constant 1975
dollars in
millions) $2. 513 $2,408 52.881 52.808 $2,984 $2,753 $2,828 $3,050

BMFP . 52.0 52.3 54.2
-

55.1 57.7 57.3 57.5 54.6
BMEIVP 11.5 10.2 7.9 8.0 7.7 8.8 8.6 7 7
BMW 6.6 5.5 9.5 11.9 10.6 8.5 8.3 10.1

BMVG5 19.8 21.4 18.5 14.6 14.2 16.5 17.0 19 4

Other 10 1 10.6 9.9 I 10.4 9.8 8.9 8.6 8.2

Ironnunery

VINT - Federal Mosby Mr Resort& and leChnology

313118W - Federm Ihnolry too Education ani Spence

IlAWi Federal Ihmstry d Economia

eldAVG Fedral Ilmisay foo Defense

SCURCE Federal Wow for Research and Tedmology-eundesmonissenum fur Fermium end ter:1100090 9W1 Muutesbeimpr Fundy/fp 1984. May1984.
and OMR Stifutocne infonnabenen. December 190S

Tabie B-11. Percent distribution of public research and development by objcctives:
1973, 1983, and 1984

Public obiective

West Germany treed States

1973 j 1983 I 1984 1973 1983 1984

Total 100 0 100.0 100 0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Agriculture. forestry, and Oshenes 1.9 2.5 2 4 2.2 2 3 2.1

Industrial development , ... . 7.7 12 0 11.6 3 .3 .2
Energy 10 2 15 2 15.0 3 7 6.6 5.8
Transportation add telecommunications ... 1.0 1.1 1.1 3.4 2 3 2.5
Urban and rural planning .5 1.1 1 1 5 .1 1

Environmental protection .6 2.8 2.8 1.1 5 5

Health 3 3 3 2 3 2 91 11.5 11 3
Social development and services 3.7 2.4 2.4 2 8 1.1 1 2

Eanh and ahwosphere 1.6 1 9 11.4 1 9 1.5 1 4
Space 5 4 4 0 3 9 16.8 5.5 5 2
Defense 12.1 9.6 9.8 53.6 64.3 66 0
Advancement of knowledge' ... ...... .... 52 0 44.1 44.4 3 9 3.8 3 9

lens category shoutd not be equated with basic mem* it iodides research and development firmed from genera purpose grants provided to universities In
West Germany such general university RIO funds represented Ihrenlountis of the advancanhil in knoMedge category anil tonWituttil one-thed o A all

Governm1nt RIO lunds The tiltrente in emPbens On thm calegeni by the United Slates and Wen Germany collects agonises in approaches 10 iina,ting
research and dreelopment

SOURCE Olguloation too Economic Co-oPeration and (leveled:nerd. SIMmal tabulations. July 1S115
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lable B-12. West German Federal projected research and development (R&D) funds
for selected priority areas: 198347

IDM In millions]

* P G

Prionty area 198o 1984 1985 1986 1987

Percent
average

annual

change

Total Federal R&D 12.054.5 k 12.279.4 13.002.6 12.977.0 13.256.7 2.4

MPG. DK. and FhG' 987.7 1.025.0 1.071.9 1.114.4 1.151.2 3.9
Basic research in natural scicnce

Oen 745.8 806.3 845.4 993.1 1.079.0 9.7
Space R&D 762.4 757.6 800.3 851.7 882.9 3.7
Nation R&D 355.5 389.1 486.5 476.7 440.8 5.5
Energy R&D 2.492.0 2.441.5 2.470.4 1169.8 1119.0 -4.0
trifonnatIon technolontiz 519.6 V.,3.4 412.2 383.5 391.4 -6.8

Microelectronics 176.0 177.5 50.0 .0 .0 - -
Health 478.9 522.5 557.4 572.7 589.5 5.3
Biotechnology 99.1 105.9 115.4 119.6 123.3 5.6
Basic physical technelogies 91.6 C5.9 99.6 107.6 114.6 5.8

Production technology 38.5 70.0 125.0 130.0 135.0 36.8
Innovation 818.6 838.4 998.9 1.113.3 1 239.5 10.9
Defense R&D 1.857.9 1.955.7 2.243.2 1173.2 2.241.2 4.8

M a x - P l e n d S o c i e t y toe The Advancemeet el &heck OFG - Good Research Sestet and RIG - Nude* Scatty Wthe Adancerneet of *hod
Fieseenk.

2rdmin5nd die nndolkurnn'us und Wu* Onrunfoudine4 technology Wreck. Me ofdallation led** area would mouse by 36 want
SOURCI *kW **WY * Research end Irchnotody-Oundesennalenune kr Fonciarn end Wink* (BM)

Tab% kl-13. West Garman Federal research
and development (R&D) funds for selected

priority areas: 1983

PNonty area

Constant
1975 dollars
in milhons

peront of
total federal
research and

development

'Olaf Federal iesearch
ant: develop:Tient . 4933.0 100.0

MPG. DFG. and FOG' .. 240.3 8.2
Basic roearch io rt.tural

science amas .... 181.5 6.2
Space R&D ... 185.5 6.3
Aviation R&D 86.5 2 9
Energy R&D 606.3 20.7
Information technology I ,.6.4 4.3
Microe'ectrooms . 42 6 1.5
Health 116.5 4.0
Biotechnology 24.1 .8
Basic physka

technolNies 22.3 .8
Production technology . 9.4 .3

Innovation 199.2 6.8
Defense R&D 452.0 16.4

*PG - Max.f.r.d. 600ety for the Mmecenwil of Science. OFG - Gem*
Round Softly. eod Flt - freunhofer Sadly lor the Advancement el
40614 Research

SOURC( Federal Ministry tor Research and Technology-Sun-
desieresteriem kr knocking ond ledmologie ightfl)



Table B14. institutes of the MaxPianck Society

Institute Localion

Min for Aeronomy
MPI for Astronomy
MPI for Chemistry
MPI for Biophysical ChemistrY

MPI for Iron Research
MPI for Solid Stets Research
FritzHaber Institute for Physical Chemistry
Gmelin inslitute for Inorganic Chemistry
MPI fA Nuclear Physics
MPI for Coal Research

MPI for Mathematics
MPI for Metals Research
MPI for Meteorology
MPI for Physics and Astrophysics
MPI for Plasmaphysics
MPI for Polymer Research
MPI for Quantum Optics

MPI for Radio-Astronomy
LIPI for Radiahon Chemistry
MPI forlluld Dymanics Research
MPI for Biochemistry
MPI for Biology
MPI for Biophysics
LIPI for Experimental Endocrinology
MPI for Nuttillona! PhysiSogy
MPI for Medical Research
MPI for Neurological Research
MPI for Physiological and Clinical Research
Friedrich Miescher Laboratory for Biological Research
MPI for Molecular Genetics

MPI for Brain Research
MPI for immune Biology
Clinical Research Groups of the Medical Clinics of the

University of Goetlinoen
Clinical Research Group for Coagulation and

Thrombosis. University of Giessen
Clinical Research Group for Multiple Sclerosis
Clinical Research Group for Reproduclive Medicine
MPI for Biological Cybernetics
MPI for Umnology
Matthaei Research Unit
MPI for Experimental Medicine
MPI for Psychiatry
MPI for Psycho-Unguislics
Research Unit for Psychopathology
bepl for Systems PhysiologY

MPI for Behavioral Physiology
MPI for Developmental BlologY
MPI for Cell Biology
MPI for Plant Breeding Research

Bibliothelca Hertdana (of Italian Art)
MPI for Educational Research
MPI for Psychological Research
MPI for History
MM for Patent Leh
MPI for Foreign and International Private Law
MPI for Internallonal Law
MPI for European History of Law
MPI for Social Law
Mpl tor Criminal Law

KatienburgLindan
Heidelberg

Mainz

Goettingen

Dusseldorf

Stuttgart
Berlin

FrankturtrMain
Heidelberg

Mulheimilluhr
Bonn

Stuttgart
Hamburg

Munich

Garching bet Munchen
Mainz

Garching near Munich
Bonn

MulheirerRuhr

Goettingen

Martinsvied near Munich
Tubingen

FrankturtrMain

Hannover
Dortmund

Heidelberg

Cologne
Bad Nauheim

lithingen
Berlin

FrankturtrMain

Freiburg

Goettingen

Giessen

Wvizburg
Munster
lithingon
plon
Goetlingen

Goettingen
Munich

Nijmegen, Netherlands
Munich

Dortmund

Seewiesen

Tubingen

Ladenburg near Heidelberg

Cologne
Rome, Italy
Berlin

Munich

Goetlingen
Munich

Hamburg

Heidelberg

Frankfurt:Main

Munich
Freiburg

SOURCE IWO Wein and Bubus NW. The Alzilmck-Gesseesefult soe lto Marlutes. Mu.1184c8 ke419
1484-Pland/44:419dIstt (MP% 1984
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Table B-15. Special collaborative research programs supported by German Research Society (DFG) in 1985 by field

Research areas University Research areas University

Ildhematies

Theoretical mathematics

Approximation and optimization in applied
mathematics

Geometry and analysis

Stochastic mathematical models

Fopospedfic chemistry and spectroscopy of molecular
Sy *MS

Structure and dynamics of interfaces
Hypersensitive interactions

Poladation and correlation in atomic sopa
complexes

Plasma physics

Stmctural and magnetic phase transition in alloys and
compounds

Solid-state spectroscopy
Atmospheric trace elements
Solid-state reactions
Theoretical and practical stellar astronomy
Energy transfer in proceSsa of atomic and molecular

impact
FAysics and chemistry of interstellar molecule clouds
Magnetic inddence and reorganization phenomena 01

metals

Microscopic and structure-related processes of atomic
and molecular movement

Medium energy physics
Elementary surface stimuli

Ferrollectdcity

Dem Istry

Oil technology and chemistry
Photochemistry with lasers

ChemistrY Physics of macro-molecvles
Characteristics of simple molecules-experimental

investigations as indicated by quantum theory
Organization of macsomolecular system.
Heterogeneous systems under high pressure

Local particle movement
PrimalY Processes of bacterial photosynthesis

Esdh scienees

Geo-scientific problems of and regions .

Oceanography
Survey and reconnaissance methods for coastal

regions and oceans
Voltage and voltage transformation in the eithosphem

The tropical sphere of the Atlantic

CryStal structure aad chemical bonds
Satellite geodesy
High precision navigation

Englneering

General and mechanical engineering

Vortexes in aviation
Wave focusing in a continuum

Correlation of production arid component
charactealics of synthetic materials

Utilization of proceSs heat from high-temperature
reactors

Flexible hand tools in machine manufacturing

Motor combustion
Energy and raw matedal-saving manufacturing

processes

Bonn

Bonn

Goettrngen

Goetringen

Bayreuth

Berlin (Fu)

Berlin

Bielefeld/Munster

Bocham

Duisburg/Bochum
Frankturt/Darmstath

Frankfurtthiaint
Goettingen/Clausthal
Heidelberg

Kaiserslautern
Cologne

Cologne/Aachen

Konstanz
Mainz

Munich (lb)
Saarbrucken

Clausthal

Goethngen

Mainz

Wuppertal
Freiburg

Erlangen
Hannover

Munich (Fu)

Berlin (Tu)
Hamburg

Hanover

Karlsruhe

Kiel

Marburg

Munich (TM
Stuttgart

Aachen

Aachen

Aachen

Aachen

Aachen

Aachen

Aachen

Construction models in machine manufacturing
Motor technology
Fire resistance of construction matenals
Air traffic safety
Surface technologies

Transportation systems for conveyance ol piece
goods

Substante and energy transport in aerosols
Coal conversion
Machine noise and vibrations
Heating installations
Metallurgical tools

Ship technology and construction
water and gas podication processes
High pressure combustion chambers
Silo construction
Andicial mtelligence
Programming technology
Reaction and exchange technology in dispersed two-

phase systems

Very large scale integration (VLSI)
Thermodynamic and flux problems of aerospace

propulsion
Production technology
Flexible production assembly

Architecture, town planning, and civil engineenng

Coastal engineenng

Measuring mechanics of currents for construction
purposes

Natural and manmade drainage systems in the Alps
and surrounding areas

Far-extending surfaces for roofs
Natural construction in architecture and nature

Electronics

Semi-conductor technology

Life sciences

Biology

Characteristics of biological membranes .

Regularities and control mechanisms of metabolism in
ecological systems ..........

Structure, function and biosynthesis of peptides and
proteins

Directed membrane processes

Biological absorption and processing of information
Ion gradients that steer cellular functiods
Structure and function of membrane-stabile proteins
Biological signal reactions

Foundations of cellular reciprocal action and signal
transmission

molecular biology of the cell ............
mechanisms of cellular communication
Cell energetics and differentiation
Eco-physiology: evaluation of ecological signals
Organization of the eukaryote genom ......
Biological, Chemical. and technical foundations of

bioconversion

Reception and processing of signals in vertebrate
hearing systems

Irina- and inter-cellular identification systems
Membranic transport-processes in cells
Senses: adaphon of structures and mechanisms ..
Membrane research

Bean (Fu)
Bochum
Braunschweig
Braunschweig

Darmstadt

Dortmund

Duisburg

Essen

Hannover

Hannover

Hannover

'annoyer
Karlsruhe

Karlsruhe

Kadsruhe
Kadsruhe

Munich (li)

Munich (Tu)
Saarbrucken/Kaiserslautem

Stuttgart
Stuttgart
Stuttgart

Hannover

Korsnthe

Munich (Tu)

Stuttgart
Stuttgart

Aachen

Aachen/Ousseldorl (with
Juelich)

Bayreuth

Berlin (Fu)

Bean (Fu)
Bochum
Bochum
Darmstadt
Freiburg

Goettingen
Cologne

Konstanz

Marburg
Marburg
Mumch (U)

Munich (Tu)

Munich (Tu)

Munster
Osnabruck
Regensburg

Saarbrucken
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Teble 9-15. Special collaborative research programs supported by German Research Society (0FG) in 1985 by fieldContinued

Research areas University Research areas University

Chemical biology of micro-organisms

Agrlcutture. forestry . and veterinary medicine

Patho-mechanisms of rheumatoid inflammation among
huMans and animals

Bioeconomic modetS of horticulture production

Enierimeatal research on animals ...........

Physlologic-nutritional verity in agricultural products
Suitable forms of small agricultural holdings in West

Africa
Production technologieS for cattle raising

Medicine

Artificial organsmodels and replacements
Experimental cancer chemotherapy
Cardology.
Diabetic research

Pathological mechanisms of brain functions
Foundations of any detecting and assessment of

Mar .
Experimental and clinical research into leukemia and

tumors
Medical virology (origins and development of tumors)
Braln research and physiology of the senses
CliniCal and experimental hepatology

Pathological mechanisms of viruses (virology)
Cardiology.
Psychosomatic medidne. clinical psycholog$ and

psychotherapy

Functions and defects of receptor systems
Cardiovascular system

Psychiatric epidemiology .

Molecular cellular and immunological changes and
defense mechanisms of malignant diseases

Lymphatic system and experimental transplantation

Factors of tumor formation

Tubingen

Hannover (11.Ho)
Hannover (U)

: annoyer (11-Ho)I8erlin
(Fu)

Hohenheim

Hohenheim

Munich (TM

Aachen

Aachen

Dusseldorf

Dusseldorf
Dusseldorf

Erlanger/Nurenberg

Essen

Freiburg

Freiburg

Freiburg

Freiburg

Gottingen

Hamburg
Hamburg/Lubeck

Heidelberg

Heidelberg

Heidelberg
Kiel

Mainz

Table 8-16. Funds for industrial research
and development: 1970-83

(Constanl 1975 dollars in millions)

Year West Germany

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976
1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

SOURCE

ifshmate

Onunesenon lot Ewa* Co-operaon end Oandninnun

$4.063.9
4,439.2
4.485.9
4,404.9
4.5 f 5.2
4.823.0
4.951.5
5.207.8
5,568.5
6.643.7
'6.792.9
6.875.6
7,218.0
7.299.3

United States

$24.749.3
23.792.2
24.440.0
25.296.4
24.877.2
24.187.0
25,468.9
26.629.5
27.753.3
29.180.2
31.122.4
33.211.5
34.895.8
36.369.9

lmmunopathogenesis

Tumor and endocdne: basic endocrinology research

Basis and clinical importance of extra cellular limited
proleolysis

Regulation and genetics of human immune response
Funsysctitoenmasi adaptation and differentiation of neuron

Leukemia research and immunology genetics
Neurobiological aspects ol behavior and pathological

deviations
Biosynthesis, secretion, metabolism and effects of

polypephd and steroid hormones
Physiology of the cell system
Cytologic foundations of expeilmental biology
Gene expressions in vertebrate cells

Primary variability of molecular mechanisms of cancer
genes

Social sciences

Processes of cultuni and national identity in Africa
Knowledge ani sodely in the nineteenth century
Information and coordination of economic activities
Microanalytic foundations of social polides
The world economy and internabonal economic

relations

Administration during a period of change:
differentiating processes

Governmental allocation polides in a free market
system

Analysis of psychotherapeutic processes ......
Linguistics

Electronic linguistic research

Mainz

Marburg

Munich

Munich

Munich

Tubingen

Tubingen

Ulm

Ulm
Wurzburg

Wurzburg

Wurzburg

Bayreuth

Bochum

Bonn

Frankfurt/Mannheim

Hamburg/Kiel

Konstanz

1

Munich
Ulm

Konstanz

Saarbrucken

OM These munch areas am tumbles *Ise:sof emedence**111 Ins umeentes ThsrcvultaIso be conerdend
u possMte aleas 1m meek ounoemeem by 05 musts and engem

SOURCE Gomm Grouch SooklyOuleche Forsdiumugethemsnhail (OFG)
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Table 8-17. Industrial research and
development expenditures as a percent of

gross national product: 1970-83

Year West Germany United States

1970 1.32 1.82

1971 1.40 1.70
1972 1.35 1 65
1973 1.28 1.60
1974 1 29 1.60
1975 1.41 1 56
1976 1.36 1.57

:977 1.40 1.55
1978 1.45 1.54

1979 1.66 1.58

1980 . 1.66 1.69
1981 1.70 1.75

1982 1.80 1.89
1983 1.80 1.90

SOURIX Omahmabon lot Emmeline Co40moon and Ounkennen*
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Table B-18. Comparison of industrial research and development Table 121. Research scientists and engineers (S/Fs)
expenditures: 1981

poltars in millionsi

Industry

West Germany United Stales

Amount I Percent Amount Percenl

Total 510.825 100.0 100.0

Chemicats and allied produds 2.419 22.3

_$51,810

5.625 10.9
Machinery' 1.528 14.1 6,818 13.2
Electrical equipment 2,592 23.9 10,329 19.9
Aerospace . 668 6.2 11,968 23.1

Professional and scientific
instruments 210 1.9 3.614 7.0

%lodes onnodets

MRCS Oillommthen miEmmlemit COmthretton end Develoonem arid the Rama Science Fthenithon

Table 119. Comparison of company research and developmeg
funds la selected industries: 1981

[Dollars in miltionsi

Indushy

West Germany Unded States

Amount Percent Amount Percent

Total $8,845 100.0 S35.428 100.0

Chemicals and allied products 2,311 26.1 5.205 14.7

Machinery' 1,375 15.5 6.124 17.3
Electrical equipment 2.196 24.8 6.409 18,1

Aerospace 148 1.7 3,440 9.7
Professional and sdentific

instruments 1$6 2.1 2,978 8.4

llosedes comthems

WORM theenesation lot Economic Co4meration and Otheloment end the Reboot Sconce foundation

Table 8-20. Research and development
(R&D).to-sales ratios: 1981

Industry

West

Germany

R&Dto-sales
United States
R&O.toksales

Total 2.8 3.1

Chemicals and allied
products 4.6 3.6

Machinery' 3.1 4.9
Electrical equipment 7.3 6 e
AerOSPaCE . 23.8 16.0
Professional and

sclentihc
Instruments ...... 5.3 8.1

*Ma cOmOutms

SOURCES Rd. EditorhollSoverill. fosscatog sod Ennockseng AO in
dm *WO SW and tho NOW tooth foondahon

by industry: 1981

West Germany United States

Research I ResearchT-
Industry Sit's I Percent Sit's Percent

Total

Chemicals and allied products
!lachinery'
Electncal equipment

Aerospace

Professional and scientilic
instruments

77.017 100.0

11.195
13.935

28.997
4.271

1.613

14.5
18.1

37.7
5.5

2.1

487.800 100.0

54,705
69,200

106.900
95.200

34,700

11.2
14.2
21.9
19.5

7.1

%Odes wavelets

SOURCES OcoantsatiOn tot Economic Co,thenietht encl OtheMomont end the Room] Science Imelda*,

Table B-22. Research and development
expenditures in the higher education

sector 1970-83

ronstant 1975 dollars in millionsj

Ye 31 West Germany United States

1970 $1 .278.5 $5,735.5
1971 1.503.4 '5,590.5
1972 ...... 1.574.3 5,528.3
1973 .... 1.589.1 5,545.5
1974 1.570.9 5,265.4
1975 ..... . .. 1.530.3 5,559.7
1976 ... .... 1.521.0 5,738.3
1977 . . . . . 1.492.1 5,890.2
1978 1,604.2 6,189.2
1979 .. ... 1,536.3 6,345.0
1980 '1.625.4 6,563.6
1981 1.695.9 6,825.6
1982 1,654.1 6,634.3
1983 1,654.5 6,716.8

_

IRS atm*
SOURCES Otoentsinon tot Economic Co.opetition end Othekennent me1

the Mahood Soave Foundation

Tdble B-23. Higher education research and
development (R&D) expenditures a% a

percent of total elle expenditures:
1970-83

Year West Germany United States

197G . 20.1 16.0
1971 21.6 16.1

1972 21.5 15.5
1973 ...... .. , 22 1 15.2
1974 .. .. . 21.1 14.7

1975 .... 20.0 15.C.

1976 19 5 15.6
1977 18.6 15.4

1978 .... 18.7 15 4

1979 16.0 15.1

1980 ..... ... 16.4 15.0
1981 h. 4 14 5
1982 16.0 131
1983 ..... . 15.8 13.5

'NSF estimate

SOURCE Orolnisetton lot Economic Co-ooetenon end Development



Table 8-24. Higher education research and development (R&D)
expenditures by field:' 1981

Field

West Germany United

AmouM Percent I Arnounl

Val

Natural sciences and engineering,
total

Natural sciences
Engineering

Medical sciences
Agdcultural sciences

Social sciences

$3.949 100.0 $9,269

States

Percent

100.0

1484 88.2 8,751 94.4

1.299
828

1.175
181

32.9
21.0
29.8
4.6

4,764
1.612
1,605

771

51.4
17.4
17.3
8.3

464 1 11.3 I 518
1

5.6

%Vest Connan data 11,4 been slotted by NSF to exclude RID upenektures In me Willman

SOURCES* Oimmasabon toe (comae Co-operabco and Development end the National Scam Foundation

Table 0-25. Number of first university degrees granted: 1973-83

Year All %ids
Natural

sciences' Engineering Agriculture
SacialI

sciences

West Germany

1973 32.300 5.400 000 1.000 10.300
1974 33.600 5,900 5.100 1.000 10.500
1975 33.700 5.600 4.800 1.000 10.600
1976 36,500 5.700 5.700 1,000 10,800
1977 37,500 000 5,800 1,200 11,900
1978 39.800 6.400 6.500 1.300 13.300
1979, 42.800 6,300 6,500 1 .400 13.300
1980 46.300 6.500 6.700 1.700 14.1o0
1981 46.900 7.300 6,800 1.800 14.700
1982 50.600 8.100 7.100 1.900 14.700
1983 54.800 8.900 7.700 2,100 14.700

linited States

1973 980,700 94,000 47.000 13.800 140.600
1974 . 1.008,700 101 .000 43,500 15.100 145.400

1975 . 987.900 100.500 40000 16.500 137.900
1976 . . 997.500 102.300 39.100 18.300 132.500
1977 993,000 101,600 41.600 20.200 125.100
1978 997,200 99,200 47,400 21 .000 120.500
1979 .. 1.000,600 97.500 53.700 21 .600 115.800
1980 1.010.800 96.800 59.200 21 .100 114.800
1981 1.019.200 98.500 64,100 20.200 112,100
1982. 1,036.600 102,300 67.800 19,200 112.800
1983, 1.054200 104.800 71000 19,20 110,300

%dudes pbysical. mememabcsl. and boloptat scions

SOURCES. St:Meade etindesand. ftvampen so ilochschuka OA 198S, and Its National Science foundabon

55 55



Table 8-28. Number of doctoral degrees granted: 1973-83

Year All fields
Natural

sciences' Engineering Agriculture
Social

sciences

West Germany

1973 10,100 2.000 700 200 1.200
197, 10,700 2.400 900 300 1.400

1975 11,400 2.600 1,000 300 1.300

1976 11.500 2,700 1,000 300 1.300
1977 11.400 2,800 1.000 300 1.300
1978 11.800 2,600 1.000 300 1,300

1979 11.900 2,700 1.100 300 1,200
1980 11.200 WOO 1.000 300 1,200
1981 12.360 2100 1.000 300 1.200
1982 13,000 2.600 1.000 400 1.300
1983 13,600 4700 1.000 400 1.300

Uidted Slates

1973 33.800 9,000 MOO 900 5.800

1974 33.000 8,500 3.100 800 5.900

1975 33.000 8,400 3.000 900 6.100

1976 32.900 8,100 2.800 800 6,200
1977 31,700 7.900 2.600 800 6.100

1978 30,900 7.700 2.400 900 6.100
1979 31.200 7.900 2.500 900 6.000
1980 31,300 7.900 2.500 900 5.900

1981 31.300 8.000 2400 1,000 6.100

1982 31.000 8,200 2.600 1.000 5.800

1983 31.200 8,200 2.800 1,000 6.000

%wades otissicel. malhemabcal. and MOW! scam

SOuRefS Statishsches Oundesaml. halungen an Hochscholen 79113. 1985. and the Rational Science Foundation

Table 8-27. First university degrees per
100,000 population: selected years

Natural sciences'

Yor West Germany United States

1973 8.8
1981 11.8

1982 13.1

1983 14.5

1973

1981

1982

1983

44.4
42.9
44.1
44.7

Engine ring

7.1

11.0
11.5
12.5

22.2
27.9
29.2
31.1

%dubs *mat mononancal, and Waved swam
SOURCES. Slassasclies Bundesamt and the National Science foundect

Table B-28. Doctoral degrees per 100,000
population: selected years

Year

1973 ..... . .

1981

1982 ...
1983 ...

1973

1981

1982

1983

Natural sciences

West Germany

3.2
4.4
4.2
4 4

United Stales

4.2
3.5
3.5
3.5

Engineering

1.1

1.6
1 6
1.6

1,6
1.1

1.1

1,2

%dudes physic*. mathematical. and tookiniCal sconces

SOURCES. Statimmties Bundesamt and the Nahonal Science Foundation

Table B-29. West German student
enrollment distribution, winter semester:

1983/84

Field

I Total

students Percent

All fields

Natural sciences

Engiheering

Agriculture
Social sciences

Other fields

873,172 100.0

167,760

95.286
21.781

206,938
381,407

19 2

10.9
2,5

23.7
43.7

SOURCE Stabstisches BundeSamt. SiWenlea an Haeltachvien Wmitep
weak/ 79010. API 1984

Table 0-30. West German female student
enrollment in universities, winter

semester 1983/84

Field

Total

students
Female

students
Percent

female

All fields 873,172 351.920 40.3

Natural sciences 167.760 56,594 33.7
Engineering 95.286 9.150 9.0
Agticulture 21.781 9,929 45.6
Social sciences . 206.938 69.938 33.8
Other fields 381,407 206.304 54.1

SOURCE Statistisches Oundesami. Mudenten an Hoduclutien WOG
senate: 19$2434. noal 1984

Table 8-31. West German foreign itudent
enrollment, winter semester 1983/04

Field

Total

students
Foreign

students
Percent

foreign

All fields 873.172 50,568 5.8

Natural sciences 167.760 8.596 5,1

Engineering 95.286 9,258 9.7
Agnculture 21,781 1.266 5.8
Social sciences . 206,938 9.180 4.4
Other fields 381.407 22.268 5.8

SOURCE Slatslisches Oundesamt. Stedenten an Hochscanden Wotan
swam MM. dant 1964



T
able 11-32. N

ational patent applications:

T
otal

I
D

om
estic -I

F
oreign

W
est G

erm
any

1970 ......
66.132

32,772
33,360

1971
65,756

32.874
32,882

1972
67.354

33.381
33.973

1973
66,223

31.909
34,314

1974
63,545

30.534
33.011

1975
60,095

30.198
29,897

1976
61,705

31,065
30,640

1977
60,401

30,247
30,154

1978
58,492

30,308
28.184

1979
55,184

30.879
24,305

1980
51,345

30,314
21. 031

1981
46.579

29.841
16.738

1982
47.826

30.668
17,158

1983 ..
47,103

31,658
15,445

1984
45,209

32,598
12,611

U
nited S

tates

1970
103,175

76.195
26,980

1971
104.729

71,089
33,640

1972
99,298

65,943
33, 355

1973
104,079

66.935
37,144

1974
102.538

64,093
38,445

1975
101.014

64,445
36,569

1976
102,344

65.050
37,294

1977 .....
100.931

62.863
38.068

1978 .....
.

100.916
61.441

39,475
1979

100.494
60.635

39,959
1980

104.329
62,098

42.231

1981
106,413

62,404
44,009

1982
109,625

63,316
46,309

1983
103,703

59,390
44,313

1984 ...
111,284

61.841
49,443

m
um

s' O
nium

sabon lorE
cononucC

otpeabonandO
evelopm

erd. W
odd

thcluyO
tganization.andthU
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T
able 8-33. P

atents granted in W
est G

erm
any: 1970-84

Y
ear

T
otal

D
om

estic

patents

granted

foreign
patents

granted

P
atents

granted
10 U

nited

S
tates

U
nited S

tates

percent al

foreign
P

atents

1970
...

12,887
6.386

6,501
2,882

44.3
1971

18,149
8,295

9,854
4.393

44.6
1972

.
...

20.600
9.642

10.958
4,575

41.9

1973
23.934

1 t.191
12,743

4,949
38.9

1974
20,539

9,793
10.746

3,913
36.4

1975
18.290

9,077
9.213

3,140
34.1

1976 ..
... ...........

.
20.965

10,395
10,570

3.333
31 5

1977 ....
.

. ,
..

.
21,749

10.815
10.934

3,488
31.9

1978
23,514

1 t.581
11,933

3,8 t9
32.0

1979
22,534

10,895
11.639

3.713
31.9

t980
20.188

9.826
10.362

3.211
31.0

1981
13.429

6.537
6.892

2.229
32.3

1982 .
.

16306
8,279

8.027
2.531

31.5

!983
20.913

10.709
10.204

3,141
30 8

1984 ...
......

21.758
11,402

10.356
2.987

28.8

S
O

U
R

C
E

 W
ald IgneC

.ctool P
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 O
roanuabon

T
able 8-34. E

xternal patent applications by
W

est G
erm

any and the U
nited S

tates:
1970-82

Y
ear

W
est G

erm
any

.
U

nited S
tates

1970
..

.
70.137

123,724
1971

.....
70.798

116.052
1972

70.636
119,984

1973
74.073

116.581
1974

.. -
67.335

102.711
1915

60.810
93,042

1976
59.310

93.356
1977

59.517
95,749

1978
53,657

85.352
1979 .....

49,539
80,744

1980 .....
48.650

79.078
1981

42.323
73,895

1982
.. ....

39.916
67.197

sounct O
raandabon M

x C
om
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T
able 8-35. W

est G
erm

an and U
.S

. technological balance of paym
ents: 197043

(C
onstant 1975 dollars in m

illions]

Y
ear

W
est G

erm
an

U
niled S

tates,

P
aym

erqs
B

alance
R

eceipts
P

aym
ents

B
alance

R
eceipts

1970
198.4

509.6
- 311.3

2,923.3
308.2

2,615.1
1971 ..

....... ..
.

219.6
553.7

-335.1
3,084.1

313.0
2,771.4

1972
257.3

555 2
-297.9

3,207 5
367.5

2,840.0
1973

212.6
538.9

- 326.3
3,596.4

458.3
3,138.1

1974
240.8

535.0
-294.2

3.895.7
376.1

3,519.6
1975 .

.
............

.
252.3

597 6
-345.2

4.008.0
473.0

3,535.0
1976

235.6
565.1

-329.6
3,952.8

454.7
3,398.1

1977
242.3

590.2
-349.0

4,020.5
387.5

3,633.0
1978 .

.
....

257.2
576.6

- 319.4
4,426.7

508.3
3,918.3

t979
258.9

561.0
- 302.1

4,387.0
583.2

3,803.8
1980

279.6
572.8

-294.2
4.627.3

532.9
4,094.4

1981
287.3

562.5
-275.2

4,399.4
442.2

3,955.1
1982

299.3
551.8

-252.4
4,143.4

,
120.5

4.022.9
1983

319.5
I

603.7
-284.2

4,353.2
I

132.9
4,220 2
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Table 1-36. West German trade with the United States in
technology-intensive products:' 1970-84

(Dollars in 01181004

Year

bands to
the Un led States

Imports from
the United Slates

Balance with
the United States

1970 ....... $454 $957 $-503
1971 ....... 507 1,048 -541
1972 606 1,101 -496
1973 856 1.392 -536
1974 1,032 1,627 -595
1975 945 1,816 -871
1976 982 2,120 -1,138
1977 1,275 2,389 -1,114
1978 1,711 3,292 -1,581
1979 2,119 4,124 -2,005
1980 2,181 4,695 -2,514
1981 2,144 4.991 -2,847
1982 2,122 4,386 -2.264
1983 2,504 4,356 -1.852
1984 2.969 4,500 -1,531

qbbludoutbiutsho prtvludsao Mend Mrs is boss lor indch A$0 etTONIIMS MOW 2 SE Wed d Wee

MICE *di Mists= mond Waal/ninon/ Senna Roams Studies. Noland Soon Foundbon: bY
Ms Resources. Inc . MO

Table 8-37. West German trade in selected high technology products' with the
United States and the world: 1984

(Dollars in millions)

Product group

Eapor Is im Ports Balance

United
States Wodce

United

States World'
United

States Wode

Total $2,968.9 $38,652.9 $4,500.3 $28,063.8 $ -1,531A el0,589.1

Aircraft and parts 119.5 4.263.7 270.3 4,052.7 -150.7 211.1
Office computing and accounting

machines 341.1 3,637. I 1,361.0 4,275.0 - 1.019.9 - 637.0
Electrical transmission and distnbution

equipment 542.3 6,763.5 880.7 3,480.4 -338.4 3,283.1
Communication equipment and

electronic components 180.1 3,151.2 568.5 3,120.7 -388.4 30.5
Professional and scientific instroments 666.1 3,879.6 435.2 2,448.2 230.9 1.431.5
Drugs 135.0 1,994.9 139.9 1,139.1 -4.9 855.8
Plastic materials and synthelics 305.5 7,015.7 344.2 4,110.1 -38.7 2,905.6
Engines and turbines 395.6 3.088.6 126.0 1.270.1 269.5 1,818.2
Agroadtural chemicals 44.5 1,160.9 24.1 686.2 20.4 474.7
Industdal Inorganic chemicals 220.3 2.444.7 344.8 1.958.1 -124.5 486.6
Radio and 1V receiving equipment 19.0 1.253.1 5.6 1.523.0 13.3 - 270.0
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